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Executive Summary

187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) have collaborated on the development of a process that automates the test
assessment method described in NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-53A for the security controls
catalogued in SP 800-53. The process is consistent with the Risk Management Framework as
described in SP 800-37 and the Information Security Continuous Monitoring (ISCM) guidance in
SP 800-137. The multi-volume NIST Interagency Report 8011 (NISTIR 8011) has been
developed to provide information on automation support for ongoing assessments. NISTIR 8011
describes how ISCM facilitates automated ongoing assessment to provide near-real-time
security-related information to organizational officials on the security posture of individual
systems and the organization as a whole.

197
198
199
200
201
202

NISTIR 8011 Volume 1 includes a description of ISCM Security Capabilities—groups of
security controls working together to achieve a common purpose. The subsequent NISTIR 8011
volumes are capability-specific volumes. Each volume focuses on one specific ISCM
information security capability in order to (a) add tangible detail to the more general overview
given in NISTIR 8011 Volume 1; and (b) provide a template for the transition to detailed,
standards-compliant automated assessments.
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209
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This document, Volume 3 of NISTIR 8011, addresses the information security capability known
as Software Asset Management (SWAM). The focus of the SWAM capability is to manage risk
created by unmanaged or unauthorized software executables that are on a network. When
software executables are unmanaged or unauthorized, they are vulnerable because the software
executables tend to be forgotten or unidentified. Moreover, when vulnerabilities are discovered
on such software, responsibility to respond to the consequent risk is not assigned. As a result,
unmanaged and unauthorized devices are targets that attackers can use as a persistent platform
from which to attack components on the network.

211

A well-designed SWAM program helps to

212

•

prevent compromised software from being installed or staying deployed on the network;

213

•

prevent exploits or events from gaining a foothold;

214

•

prevent persistence of exploits or events; and

215

•

restore required and authorized software as needed after removal or alteration.

216

Assessment helps verify that software asset management is working.

217
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219
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221

This volume outlines detailed step-by-step processes to adapt or customize the template
presented here to meet the needs of a specific assessment target network and apply the results to
the assessment of all authorization boundaries on that network. A process is also provided to
implement the assessment (diagnosis) and response. Automated testing related to the controls for
SWAM, as outlined herein, is consistent with other NIST guidance.
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222
223
224
225
226
227
228

It has not been obvious to security professionals how to automate testing of other than technical
controls. This volume documents a detailed assessment plan to assess the effectiveness of
controls related to authorizing and assigning software to be managed. Included are specific tests
that form the basis for such a plan, how the tests apply to specific controls, and the kinds of
resources needed to operate and use the assessment to mitigate defects found. For SWAM, it can
be shown that the assessment of 92.7 percent 1 of determination statements for controls in the SP
800-53 Low-Medium-High baselines can be fully or partially automated.

229
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The methods outlined here are designed to provide objective, timely, and complete identification
of security defects related to SWAM at a lower cost than manual assessment methods. Using this
defect information can drive the most efficient and effective remediation of the worst security
defects found.

233
234
235

This volume assumes the reader is familiar with the concepts and ideas presented in the
Overview (NISTIR 8011, Volume 1). Terms used herein are also defined in the Volume 1
glossary.

1

Derived from the Control Allocation Tables (CAT) in this volume. With respect to security controls selected in the
SP 800-53 Low-Medium-High baselines that support the SWAM capability, 76 of 82 determination statements
(92.7%) can be fully or partially automated.
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1. Introduction

237

1.1 Purpose and Scope

238
239
240
241

The purpose of the National Institute of Standards (NIST) Interagency Report (NISTIR) 8011
Volume 3 is to provide an operational approach for automating the assessment of SP 800-53
security controls related to the ISCM-defined security capability of Software Asset Management
(SWAM) that is consistent with the principles outlined in NISTIR 8011 Volume 1.

242
243
244
245

The scope is limited to security controls/control items that are implemented to manage software
download and installation and/or execution of unauthorized and/or malicious software
(malware). In this case, malware includes known and unknown malicious code, including
software that executes a zero-day attack.

246

1.2 Target Audience

247
248
249

The target audience for this volume, because it is focused on SWAM, is of special relevance to
those who authorize, download, install and/or execute software. However, it is still of value to
others to help understand the risks software may be imposing on non-software assets.

250

1.3 Organization of this Volume

251
252
253
254
255
256
257

Section 2 provides an overview of the SWAM capability to clarify both scope and purpose and
provides links to additional information specific to the SWAM capability. Section 3 provides
detailed information on the SWAM defect checks and how the defect checks automate
assessment of the effectiveness of SP 800-53 security controls that support the SWAM
capability. Section 3 also provides artifacts that can be used by an organization to produce an
automated security control assessment plan for most of the control items supporting Software
Asset Management.

258

1.4 Interaction with Other Volumes in this NISTIR

259
260
261
262

Volume 1 of this NISTIR (Overview) provides a conceptual synopsis of using automation to
support security control assessment and provides definitions and background information that
facilitates understanding of the information in this and subsequent volumes. This volume
assumes that the reader is familiar with the information in Volume 1.

263
264
265
266

The SWAM capability identifies software that is being placed or executed on hardware in the
target network. SWAM supports other ISCM capabilities by providing the full census of
software to check for defects such as configuration settings (configuration setting management
capability) and patches (vulnerability management capability).

1
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267
268

SWAM is in turn supported by other ISCM capabilities such as the Privilege and Account
Management capability (PRIV) 2 for implementation. This is discussed further in Section 2.6.1.

269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276

The Boundary Management capability (BOUND) is designed to prevent the insertion of
malicious code into network devices. For example, SPAM filters attempt to block malicious
emails, which frequently contain malware. Network level antivirus scanners have a similar
function. Detonation Chambers (See SP 800-53, control SC-44) can be used on software entering
the network, to look for actions that might be malicious, by watching behavior of that software in
an isolated environment. Detonation chambers can thereby sometimes detect zero-day attacks if
equipped to look for patterns of malicious behavior. This is discussed further toward the end of
Section 2.3.

277
278
279
280
281
282
283

It may appear that some software related controls are not included here in error. However, not all
software-related controls are covered in SWAM. SWAM focuses on software authorization and
configuration management on each device. However, other aspects of software are covered in
other ISCM capabilities, for example: Configuration Settings Management (CSM) covers
software configurations; Vulnerability Management (VULN) covers vulnerability (CVE and
CWE) management; and BOUND covers movement of unauthorized software into the network
through telecommunications, etc.

284
285

2. Software Asset Management (SWAM) Capability Definition,
Overview, and Scope

286
287
288
289
290
291

Software Asset Management recognizes that target network devices with unauthorized software 3
are likely to be vulnerable. External and internal attackers search for and exploit such software,
either for what the software itself can offer, or as a platform from which to persist on the network
to attack other assets. By removing unauthorized software and/or assigning such software to a
person or team for management and authorization, SWAM helps reduce the probability that
attackers find and exploit software.

292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299

A key attack vector is to place (or replace) software on a device in order to perform malicious
activities. Such software, called malware, can support exfiltration of data (compromising
confidentiality), changing data (compromising integrity), disruption of operations (compromising
availability) and/or establishment of remote command and control over the device to more
flexibly perform such malicious activity at the will of the attacker. Removing unauthorized
software from devices, or blocking its execution, can reduce the success rate of malware attacks.
Attacks can come from previously unknown software (aka zero-day attacks) which may be
reduced by software whitelisting. 4

2

See Volume One for a discussion of ISCM capabilities.
Unauthorized software is software that has not been assessed and authorized to be installed on some or all target
network devices as part of an overall information system authorization process or individually if the software was
installed after the initial system authorization.
4
Software whitelisting is defined as allowing software to install, run, etc. by exception (i.e., if it is specified in an
authorized software list) as per SP 800-53 CM-7(5).
3

2
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300

2.1 SWAM Capability Description

301
302
303
304

The Software Asset Management capability provides an organization visibility into the software
operating on its network(s), so it can manage and defend itself in an appropriate manner. It also
provides a view of software management responsibility that helps prioritize identified defects
and facilitate risk response decisions (e.g., mitigation or acceptance) by the responsible party.

305
306
307
308
309

SWAM identifies software that is present on the network (the actual state) and compares it with
the desired state software inventory to determine if the software identified as being installed on
target network devices is authorized. The SWAM capability is focused on ensuring that all
software authorized to be installed on target network devices is fully identified and that an
appropriate installation/execution control policy is applied.

310

In general, software can be authorized by several means:

311
312

1. Software whitelisting (i.e., allow by exception) blocks all software except where
explicitly approved in a software whitelist.

313
314

2. Software blacklisting (i.e., deny by exception) blocks only software specifically
prohibited (a software blacklist) and allows all other software.

315
316
317

Note that software blacklisting 5 has no impact on zero-day attacks, while software whitelisting is
likely to have a significant impact. Malware makers can make minor variations to their software
that evade blacklisting, thus allowing the attack to proceed.

318

Most software whitelisting products divide software into three categories:

319

1. Known good software (such as a pre-approved whitelist)

320
321

2. Known bad software (such as a pre-approved list of things that are not to be approved,
similar to a blacklist, but used to restrict the range of what gets whitelisted).

322

3. Other software, not yet assessed for whitelist eligibility (a graylist).

323
324
325
326

Organizations just beginning to whitelist may have a large quantity of software on the graylist.
Some organizations may choose to temporarily allow (whitelist) the graylisted software. Others
may block items on the graylist until evaluated and approved. In either case, management of
unassessed (graylist) software is an important task.

327
328
329

The ISCM process (as adapted for each agency) provides insight into what percentage of the
actual software assets are included in the desired state, and of those, how many have an assigned
manager identified.

5

As this volume is being written, blacklisting is not selected as a viable software authorization strategy for the low,
moderate, or high baselines in the draft of NIST 800-53 Revision 5.

3
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330

2.2 SWAM Attack Scenarios and Desired Result

331
332
333
334

This document (NISTIR 8011) uses an attack step model to summarize the six primary steps of
cyber attacks that SP 800-53 controls work together to block or delay (see Figure 1: SWAM
Impact on an Attack Step Model). The SWAM security capability is designed to block or delay
attacks at the attack steps listed in Table 1: SWAM Impact on an Attack Step Model.

335

336
337
338

Figure 1: SWAM Impact on an Attack Step Model

339

Note

340
341
342

The attack steps shown in Figure 1: SWAM Impact on an Attack Step
Model, apply only to adversarial attacks. (See NISTIR 8011, Volume 1,
Section 3.2.)

343

4
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Table 1: SWAM Impact on an Attack Step Model

344
Attack Step
Name

Attack Step Purpose

Examples

1) Gain
The attacker is outside the target boundaries and
Internal Entry seeks entry.
Examples include: spear phishing email sent; DDoS
attack against .gov initiated; unauthorized person
attempts to gain physical access to restricted
facility.

Block Local Access: Prevent or
minimize compromised, vulnerable,
or targeted software from entering or
being stored on the network or
devices in a way that would allow
installation or execution.

3) Gain
Foothold

The attacker has gained entry to the assessment
object and achieves enough compromise to gain a
foothold, but without persistence.
Examples include: Unauthorized user successfully
logs in with authorized credentials; browser exploit
code successfully executed in memory and initiates
call back; person gains unauthorized access to
server room.

Block Foothold: Reduce number of
devices susceptible to compromise
due to unauthorized software being
allowed to execute.

4) Gain
Persistence

The attack has gained a foothold on the object and
now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on host that
survives reboot or log off; BIOS or kernel modified;
new/privileged account created for unauthorized
user; unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized personnel
added to ACL for server room.

Block Persistence/Prevent: Stop or
delay compromise of devices by
restricting software installation.
Block Persistence/Detect: Reduce
amount of time that malicious or
compromised software is installed or
remains active before detection and
removal.

6) Achieve
Attack
Objective

The attacker achieves an objective. Loss of
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of data or
system capability.
Examples include: Exfiltration of files; modification
of database entries; deletion of file or application;
denial of service; disclosure of PII.

Restore required and authorized
software as needed, after being
removed or altered by attackers,
contingency (disk failure), or by
mistake.

345
346
347
348
349
350

Other examples of traceability among requirement levels. While Table 1 shows SWAM
impacts on example attack steps, it is frequently useful to observe traceability among other sets
of requirements. To examine such traceability, see Table 2: Traceability among Requirement
Levels. To reveal traceability from one requirement type to another, look up the cell in the
matching row and column of interest and click on the link.

5
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351

Example Attack
Steps

Capability

Capability
Figure 1
Table 1

Example Attack
Steps
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Table 6

Figure 1
Table 1

Table 6

Sub-Capability/
Defect Check

Table 6

Table 6

Control Items

Appendix A

Section 3.3a

a
b

Sub-Capability/
Defect Check

Control Items

Appendix A

Section 3.3a

Section 3.2b

Section 3.2b

Each level-four section (e.g., 3.3.1.1) is a control item that supports this capability.
Refer to the table under the heading Supporting Control Items within each defect check.

354

2.3 Assessment Objects Protected and Assessed by SWAM

355
356
357

As noted in Section 1.1, the assessment objects directly managed and assessed by the SWAM
capability are software executables and software products. However, the following clarification
is relevant:

358
359

Software (code), as used here, includes a range of assets that might not always be thought of as
software. Such software assets include:

360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373

•
•
•
•
•

Installed software executables and products listed in the operating system software
database (e.g., Windows registry, Linux package manager);
Software executables and products residing on a hard drive, but not listed in the operating
system database;
Mobile code; 6
Firmware, if it can be modified 7 (usually includes the BIOS); and
Code in memory (which could be modified in place).

Note: Software includes all software on the system. The term software is not limited to business
software, but also includes, for example, operating system software and security software (e.g.,
firewalls, white-listing software, vulnerability scanners, etc.). Moreover, the parameters that
determine how the non-business software operates are also under configuration management. See
Appendix G for how configuration management applies to SWAM related control items.

6

Mobile code is software programs or parts of programs obtained from remote systems, transmitted across a
network, and executed on a local system without explicit installation or execution by the recipient.
7
Modifiable firmware is treated as software.

6
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Each of the above types of software may require different controls to effectively prevent the
execution of malicious software.

Software Executables are files which can be stored on a device’s mass storage,
loaded into memory, and executed. [See Figure 4].
Software executables can be authoritatively identified by a message digest 8 computed
from the executable file. If an adversary tampers with the executable, the tampering
can be objectively and accurately confirmed by viewing the resulting change to the
message digest (cryptographic hash value or digital fingerprint).

Figure 2: Definition and Discussion of Software Executables for SWAM

377

Software Products are collections of software executables (generally sold as a unit)
that work together to provide user functionality.
Examples of software products are operating systems (e.g., Apple IOS 11), office
products (e.g., Microsoft Office), utilities (e.g., a DBMS such as Oracle), or drivers that
come with devices such as printers, scanners, monitors, etc.
A software product frequently has multiple versions. This includes not only a major
version (such as Oracle 12C), but also specific releases within that version, or minor
versions, (such as 12.2) and the specific patches that may be applied to that release.
A unique product has the identical collection of executables with the same digital
fingerprints as any other instance of that product. Any change in the executables could
be malicious.
378

Figure 3: Definition and Discussion of Software Products for SWAM

379
380
381
382
383

Installed software executables for software products may be shared by several other products.
This is notably true for shared library executables. An update to any one of the executables for a
product may update the shared library used by other products. Given the definition of a software
product above—as a collection of executables with the same digital fingerprints—changing the
shared library changes each of the affected products into a different product.

384
385
386
387

Instances where executables and products are missing from the operating system software
database occur because some software products do not require formal installation. They are
simply copied to the device’s mass storage, and then executed without creating software database
entries.

388
389
390
391
392
393
394

In software approval processes, the focus is on whitelisting/blacklisting of software products or
software executables. Because software products may be difficult to identify, focusing on
software executables is often more reliable. Identifying software at the product level (typically
done via operating system software database entries) is significantly less reliable than identifying
the product with a digital fingerprint for all files contained in the installation. However, it is still
hard to identify the product (except probabilistically) because:

8

A message digest results from applying a cryptographic hash function to an executable or file. The executable or
file is the message, and the result of the computation is the digest. A message digest is also known as a
cryptographic hash value or digital fingerprint.

7
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395
396

•

The same product, even the same product version, might contain different files with
different digital fingerprints, due to:
a. Differences in installation media.
b. Differences in installation options.
c. Subsequent patching of the product.
d. Subsequent patching of other products, e.g., that affect a shared DLL.
e. Attacker action that modifies a product file.
f. Execution of an uninstalled file, not related to a registered product.

•

When products are removed or upgraded, it is possible that not all executables are
removed, as installers might not remove them, fearing that particular executables are still
needed by other products. Such files would remain subject to exploitation.

397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
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406
407
408

However, an organization that receives a product from a custom development team and/or a
COTS supplier can register the contained (trusted) executables, and thereby reliably track
whether exactly that specific version and patch level of the software is what has been installed.

409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426

Recognizing that software whitelisting at the product level is unreliable, the following four
provisions can provide the needed reliability to software whitelisting at the executable level
using digital fingerprints:
1. An authoritative directory of trusted executables (trusted repository). This is
developed by obtaining digital fingerprints from executables obtained as near to the
trusted source as possible. The source might be a commercial software provider or an
in-house custom software operation. When using open-source code, an authoritative
directory might be more difficult to obtain, but can still be addressed by carefully
examining the source code for the presence of CWEs and resolving issues found
internally before trusting the code.
2. A means to compute digital fingerprints and register trusted software not
included in the vendor’s trust repository.
3. Executables received as digitally-signed files from trusted sources. If the code is
mobile code, digital signing is an imperative (except perhaps on isolated disposable
virtual machines). If mobile code is allowed, the trust can be established dynamically,
based on the signature of the trusted source.
4. Whitelisting software loaded near the root of the OS. This is to block, or seek
permission to download/load-in-memory/execute software that is not whitelisted.

427
428

Generally, a good software whitelisting product has all of capabilities (1), (2), (3), and (4),
and supports automatic trust based on signature and/or identity of those who install the software.

429
430
431
432
433
434
435

As a result of the definition of software products, the use of shared files, and the ability to load
software that is not inventoried in the operating system software database, it is very difficult to
know what software products are on a device. Also, controlling software inventory based on
software products listed in the operating system software database is highly unreliable, especially
when compared to controlling software inventory based on digital fingerprints for executables.
However, using software whitelisting with features 1–4, even while ignoring the operating
system software database, resolves these issues.

8
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436
437
438
439
440
441
442

Mobile code is distinguished by the fact that rather than being loaded from the device’s mass
storage, it is loaded at the time of use from the larger network (typically via a website). The code
is managed externally, and may change frequently, rendering the device incapable of computing
a valid digital fingerprint for the mobile code, and thus requiring other means to validate the
code. Requiring the mobile code to be digitally signed by a trusted source is one method
employed to validate such code. Another option is to block all mobile code not from a trusted
website.

443
444
445
446
447
448

A key alternate method for addressing mobile code is covered in NIST SP 800-53 control SC-44
(Detonation Chamber). Because SC-44 is not covered in the low, moderate, or high baselines, it
is not included in this NISTIR. However, detonation chambers are effective in protecting against
malicious mobile code, including mobile code downloaded from a web site, as well as mobile
code in e-mails and attachments. Malicious mobile code is addressed further in the volume on
boundary management.

449
450
451
452
453
454
455

Firmware is often considered to be a hybrid between hardware and software. For the purposes
of this NISTIR, firmware is code stored in non-volatile memory that can be updated. The ability
to update firmware allows hardware manufacturers great flexibility, reducing the need to replace
hardware when issues are found or changes need to be made. Firmware that can be updated is
subject to malicious code insertion, and thus needs protection under the SWAM capability.
Generally, it is possible to compute a digital fingerprint for firmware. In addition, there are
hardware mechanisms to validate firmware, such as the trusted platform module (TPM).

456
457
458
459

Code in memory is harder to protect than other forms of software addressed in this volume.
Because changes to code in memory are very hard to detect, such changes can be very stealthy.
However, the effects are transient, as the changes only last until other code is loaded into
memory. Therefore, controls related to code in memory are assigned to manual assessment.

460

2.4 Example SWAM Data Requirements9

461
462

Examples of data requirements for the SWAM actual state are in Table 3. Examples of data
requirements for the SWAM desired state are in Table 4.
Table 3: Example SWAM Actual State Data Requirements

463
Data Item

Justification

The software installed on every device. This data
must be converted into a format that can be
compared with the authorized software inventory.
Examples include:

9

•

Software Identification (SWID) tag; and

•

Common Platform Enumeration (CPE).

To identify when unauthorized software is
installed on a device

Specific data required is variable based on organizational platforms, tools, configurations, etc.

9
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Data Item

Justification

Data necessary to determine how long unauthorized
software has been present on a device. At a
minimum:
•

Date/time unauthorized software was first
discovered; and

•

Date/time unauthorized software was last
seen.

Software blacklista used to check device, to include
version number or date of last update. b

To determine how long unauthorized
software has been on a device.

•
•

464
465
466

To determine if device was checked
for unauthorized software.
To determine if the known-bad
software blacklist is up-to-date per
policy.

Blacklisted software is software that is not authorized to execute on a system; or prohibited Universal Resource Locators or websites.
For blacklists, it is essential to keep the blacklist current, as new “known bad” software items are found. (This is one of the features of blacklisting that
makes it less effective.) Whitelists only need to be updated on an event driven basis, e.g., when a version of software is replaced by a new version.
a
b

Table 4: Example SWAM Desired State Data Requirements

467
Data Item

Justification

Authorized hardware inventory, to include assigned
and authorized device attributes. See NISTIR 8011
Volume 2.

To identify what devices to check against
what software defect checks.

The associated value for device attributes.a

To prioritize defects associated with
devices.

Sets of attributes designated as mutually exclusive
per the organization’s policy.

For comparison with the set of assigned
device attributes.

1. A listing of all authorized software for the
organization to include data necessary to
accurately identify the software product and
compare to actual state data collected (vendor;
product; version/release level/patch level; SWID
tag; CPE; etc.).
2. Authoritative listing of executable files associated
with product. (With digital fingerprint of each file.)
3. Software Manager by device and product
4. Expiration policy.
5. Authorization status (dates initially authorized,
last authorized, revoked, etc.)

•

Management responsibility for each software
management function for each authorized software
product. Local enhancementsb might include:
• Approvers being assigned;
• Managers being approved; and
• Managers acknowledging receipt.

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

To calculate expiration dates for the
authorization of software (1, 2, 4, 5).
To enable automated removal of
differences that are not defects (All).
To be able to uniquely identify the
software (1, 2).
To be able to validate that the
software on the device is truly the
software authorized (1, 2, 4, 5).
To know who to instruct to fix specific
risk conditions found (3).
To assess each software manager’s
performance in risk management (1,
2, 3, 4, 5).
To identify management
responsibilities for ensuring that
licensing, patching, and configuration
standards are up-to-date.
To know who to instruct to fix specific
risk conditions found.
To assess each such person’s
performance in risk management.

Note: If not specified explicitly, management
responsibility for each software management

10
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Data Item

Justification
function is assumed to lie with the device
manager.

•

A set of Software Profiles for the organization to
include:
• Associated attributes;c
• Authorized software;
• Mandatory software;
• Organizationally prohibited software blacklist;
• Industry blacklist;d and/or
• Update frequency for blacklist.

•
•

•
Sets of device attributes that require a unique
software profile when assigned to the same device,
to include software profile(s) replaced and software
profile(s) used.
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475

To compare with the software
present on a device to determine
defects.
To define authorized and
unauthorized software on a per
device basis.
To determine when software no
longer authorized for the
environment is being used for
baselines.
To determine if known-bad blacklists
are out of date.

To enforce more restrictive policies on
devices that are assigned sets of
attributes (e.g., database server and
database authentication server).

This value is defined by the organization, based on the value assigned by the organization to assets.
Organizations can define additional data requirements and associated defects for the local environment.
c
Software profiles have a one-to-many relationship with device attributes. One profile can have more than one device attribute associated with it (e.g.,
both Internal Web Server and External Web Server can map to the same Web Server software profile), but every device attribute is associated with
exactly one software profile.
d
Known bad blacklists are quite large, very dynamic, and often maintained by an antivirus or antimalware vendor. It is not expected that the
organization knows what software is on the list, but that they know what blacklist is to be used and how frequently it is to be updated.
a
b

11
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476

2.5 SWAM Concept of Operational Implementation

477
478

Figure 4: SWAM Concept of Operations (CONOPS) illustrates how SWAM might be
implemented. The CONOPS is central to the automated assessment process.

479

Figure 4: SWAM Concept of Operations (CONOPS)

480
481

The following is a brief description of the SWAM capability functionality:
SWAM identifies software (including virtual machines) that is actually present on target
network devices (the actual state) and compares it with the desired state inventory to
determine if the identified software is authorized for operation and installation on target
network devices.

482
483
484
485
486

2.5.1 Collect Actual State

487
488
489
490

Use tools to collect information about what software executables and products are installed on
target network devices, including executables on mass storage, mobile code, firmware, and code
in memory. Methods to detect (and possibly respond to) unauthorized software may include (but
are not limited to):

491

•

Identify software products through use of the operating system software database;
12
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492

•

Identify software executables through the use of trusted digital fingerprint repositories;

493

•

Link products to executables through a SWID tag;

494

•

Whitelist authorized software, and block all other software by default.

495

•

Blacklist (and block by default) unauthorized and/or known malicious or unsafe software;

•

Graylist (and block by default or allow by exception) until a determination is made of
whether to authorize particular software.

•

Require installation media to be digitally signed as close to the source as possible to
prevent tampering in the supply chain.

500

•

Require all mobile code to be digitally signed by a trusted source; and

501

•

Use a trusted platform module to verify the software used to boot the system.

496
497
498
499

502
503
504

Implementing some of the methods above to detect unauthorized software may require an agent
on the host device to check new software (and software about to be executed) against associated
policy constraints. A process to remove unauthorized software might also be implemented.

505
506
507
508
509

Unauthorized software may include any software not explicitly whitelisted or any software
explicitly blacklisted. When unauthorized and/or malicious software is modified, even slightly, it
is rendered invisible to blacklists, making blacklisting increasingly ineffective as malware
variants become more easily produced. Because software whitelisting can block any unknown
software, it is much more effective against unauthorized and/or malicious software.

510
511
512
513

The ISCM data collection process identifies the software executables (and products) actually on
the network and provides the information required to compare the software with the authorized
inventory (desired state). Also, it is necessary to identify which devices in the target network are
not reporting to discover the actual software operating on the devices. 10

514

2.5.2 Collect Desired State

515
516
517
518
519
520

Create an authorized software inventory using policies, procedures, and processes suggested by
the information security program or as otherwise defined by the organization. Expected output is
an authorized software inventory that contains identifying information for software on a
device—when it was authorized, when the authorization expires, and authorized digital
signature. The digital signature may be contained in a SWID tag and/or in a separate trusted
repository of known whitelisted/blacklisted software/signatures.

521
522
523
524
525

For maximum effectiveness, automated tools to manage software inventory using digital
fingerprints include functionality to introduce new software into the trust repository. This
functionality allows the organization to include custom software, unique to that organization, for
example. However, care is taken not to inadvertently whitelist malicious code as part of the
software introduction process.

10

Most monitoring software misses some devices on any given scan. This is especially true for mobile devices that
may be off-network, but also true for people who turn devices off while on vacation or official travel. The
organization is expected to set a standard for how many non-reporting devices to accept, and perhaps for how long
(based on their practices and data collectors). These are then measured by the data quality defect checks.
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526

2.5.3 Find/Prioritize Defects

527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537

Comparing the list of software objects discovered on the network (actual state) with the
authorized software inventory list (desired state) often reveals that software objects exist on one
list and not on the other. The comparison identifies both unauthorized objects and missing
authorized software that may indicate a security risk. Additional defects related to software asset
management may be defined by the organization. Because of the high risk associated with
unauthorized software installation, tools are available to block unauthorized software at first
detection (which should occur before the software is executed). Usually software blocking tools
allow automatic blocking, or the user is asked whether to block or execute the software. In any
case, after the comparison is complete, identified defects are scored and prioritized 11 (using
federal- and organization-defined criteria) so that the appropriate response action can be taken
(i.e., so that higher risk problems are addressed first).

538

2.6 SP 800-53 Control Items that Support SWAM

539
540

This section documents how control items that support SWAM were identified as well as the
nomenclature used to clarify each control item’s focus on software.

541

2.6.1 Process for Identifying Needed Controls

542
543
544

A section on Tracing Security Control Items to Capabilities explains the process used to
determine the controls needed to support a capability—this process is described in detail in
Volume 1 of this NISTIR. In short, the two steps are:

545
546

1. Use a keyword search of the control text to identify control items that might support the
capability. See keyword rules in Appendix B.

547
548

2. Manually identify those that do support the capability (true positives) and ignore those
that do not (false positives).

549

This produces three sets of controls:

550
551
552

1. The control items in the low, moderate, and high baselines that support the SWAM
capability (listed in the section on SWAM Control (Item) Security Assessment Plan
Narrative Tables and Templates and the section on Control Allocation Tables).

553
554

2. Control items in the low, moderate, and high baselines selected by the keyword search,
but manually determined to be false positives (listed in Appendix C).

555
556

3. Control items not in a baseline, and not analyzed further after the keyword search. These
include:

557
558

a. Program management controls, because those controls do not apply to individual
systems;

11

A risk scoring methodology is necessary to score and prioritize defects but risk scoring is out of scope for this
publication.
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559
560

b. Not selected controls—controls that are in SP 800-53 but are not assigned to
(selected in) a baseline; and

561

c. Privacy controls.

562
563
564
565
566
567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578
579

The unanalyzed controls are listed in Appendix D, in case the organization wants to
develop automated tests.
In order to implement whitelisting/blacklisting in general, and software whitelisting/blacklisting
in particular, SWAM will rely on some other capabilities. The supporting controls are not
included in SWAM if more central to the other capability.
For example, configuration settings and/or user privilege lists are used to prevent anyone who is
not a software manager from modifying the whitelists, graylists or blacklists. Moreover, the
configuration settings and/or privileges are used to prevent the software managers from
performing activities that could allow an outsider to misuse the software manager accounts to
modify the desired state metadata. The same access controls are necessary to protect the actual
state data. Assessment of such controls is left to the capabilities in which the control is central,
rather than to the capability where applied (i.e., SWAM, in this case).
As a more specific example, PRIV controls are an important supplement to defect checks in all
capabilities to ensure that only authorized persons can change the actual and desired state data,
and the actual state of the system.
•

587
588

For example, in SWAM, an attacker might try to change the trusted digital fingerprints of
approved executables, so that they may add or substitute malicious code. If the number of
accounts authorized to make additions/substitutions is limited and only assigned to
trusted persons with adequate separation of duties, such additions/substitutions are
rendered more difficult.
• Also, if only a limited number of accounts are authorized to install software, it is harder
for an attacker to find and exploit an account to inject malicious code.
Privileges to protect desired and actual state data are tested in the PRIV capability, even though
the privileges support SWAM and all other capabilities.

589

2.6.2 Control Item Nomenclature

590
591
592
593
594
595

Many control items that support the SWAM capability also support several other capabilities.
For example, hardware, software products, software settings, and software patches may all
benefit from configuration management controls. To clarify the scope of such control items as
they relate to SWAM, expressions in the control item text are enclosed in curly brackets—for
instance, {installed software}—to denote that a particular control item, as it supports the SWAM
capability, focuses on, and only on, what is inside the curly brackets.

596

2.7 SWAM Specific Roles and Responsibilities

597
598
599

Table 5: Operational and Managerial Roles for SWAM, describes SWAM-specific roles and the
corresponding responsibilities. Figure 5: Primary Roles in Automated Assessment of SWAM,
shows how the roles integrate with the concept of operations. An organization implementing

580
581
582
583
584
585
586
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600
601

automated assessment can customize its approach by assigning (allocating) the responsibilities to
persons in existing roles.

602

Table 5: Operational and Managerial Roles for SWAM
Role
Code
DM

Role Title

Role Description

Device Manager Assigned to a specific device or group of devices, device
(DM)
managers are (for HWAM) responsible for adding/removing
devices from the network, and for configuring the hardware of
each device (adding and removing hardware components). The
device managers are specified in the desired state inventory
specification. The device manager may be a person or a group.
If a group, there is a group manager in charge.

Role Type
Operational

In the absence of a SWMan, the DM may be assigned the task
of removing unauthorized software.
DSM

Desired State
Managers and
Authorizers
(DSM)

Desired State Managers are needed for both the ISCM Target
Operational
Network and each assessment object. The desired state
managers ensure that data specifying the desired state of the
relevant capability is entered into the ISCM system’s desired
state data and is available to guide the actual state collection
subsystem and to identify defects. The DSM for the ISCM Target
Network also resolves any ambiguity about which system
authorization boundary has defects (if any).
Authorizers share some of the responsibilities by authorizing
specific items (e.g., devices, software, or settings), and thus
defining the desired state. The desired state manager oversees
and organizes this activity.

ISCMOps

ISCM Operators ISCM operators are responsible for operating the ISCM system
(ISCM-Ops)
(see ISCM-Sys).

ISCMSys

The system that
collects,
analyzes and
displays ISCM
security-related
information

The ISCM system: a) collects the desired state specification; b) Operational
collects security-related information from sensors (e.g.,
scanners, agents, training applications, etc.); and c) processes
that information into a useful form.
To support task c) the system conducts specified defect check(s)
and sends defect information to an ISCM dashboard covering
the relevant system(s). The ISCM system is responsible for the
assessment of most SP 800-53 security controls.

MAN

Manual
Assessors

Assessments not automated by the ISCM system are conducted Operational
by human assessors using manual/procedural methods.
Manual/procedural assessments might also be conducted to
verify the automated security-related information collected by the
ISCM system—when there is a concern about data quality.

RskEx

Risk Executive, Defined in SPs 800-37 and 800-39.
System Owner,
and/or
Authorizing
Official (RskEx)

SWMan Software
Manager

Operational

Managerial

Assigned to specific devices and responsible for installing and/or Operational
removing software from the device. The key aspects of the
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Role Description

Role Type

Software Manager responsibility are to ONLY install authorized
software and to promptly remove ALL unauthorized software
found. The software manager is also responsible for ensuring
software media is available to support roll back of changes and
restoration of software to prior states.
This role might be performed by the DM (Device Manager)
and/or the PatMan (Patch Manager).
If users are authorized to install software, they are also SWMans
(Software Managers) for the relevant devices.
TBD

To be
Depends on specific use. TBD by the organization.
determined by
the organization

603

604
605

Figure 5: Primary Roles in Automated Assessment of SWAM
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607

2.8 SWAM Assessment Boundary

608
609
610
611
612
613

The assessment boundary is ideally all software on an entire network of computers from the
innermost enclave out to where the network either ends in an air-gap or interconnects to other
network(s)—typically the Internet or the network(s) of a partner or partners. For SWAM, the
boundary includes software on all devices inside this boundary and associated components,
including removable devices. For more detail and definitions of some the terms applicable to the
assessment boundary, see Section 4.3.2 in Volume 1 of this NISTIR.

614

2.9 SWAM Actual State and Desired State Specification

615
616

For information on the actual state and the desired state specification for SWAM, see the
assessment criteria notes section of the defect check tables in Section 3.2.

617
618
619
620
621

Note that many controls in SWAM refer to developing and updating an inventory of software on
devices (or other inventories). Note also, that per the SP 800-53A definition of test, testing of the
SWAM controls implies the need for specification of both an actual state inventory and a desired
state inventory, so that the test can compare the two inventories. The details of this are described
in the defect check tables in Section 3.2.

622

2.10 SWAM Authorization Boundary and Inheritance

623
624
625
626
627
628
629

See Section 4.3.1 of Volume 1 of this NISTIR for information on how authorization boundaries
are handled in automated assessment. In short, for SWAM, software on each device is assigned
to one and only one authorization (system) boundary, per SP 800-53 CM-08(5), entitled
“Information System Component Inventory | No Duplicate Accounting of Components.” The
ISCM dashboard can include a mechanism for recording the assignment of software to
authorization boundaries, making sure all software are assigned to at least one authorization
boundary, and that no software product is assigned to more than one authorization boundary.

630
631
632
633
634

For information on how inheritance is managed, see Section 4.3.3 of Volume 1 of this NISTIR.
For SWAM, many utilities, database management software products, web server software
objects, and parts of the operating system provide inheritable support and/or controls for other
systems. The ISCM dashboard can include a mechanism to record such inheritance and use it in
assessing the system’s overall risk.

635
636

2.11 SWAM Assessment Criteria Recommended Scores and
Risk-Acceptance Thresholds

637
638
639
640

General guidance on options for risk scores 12 to be used to set thresholds is outside the scope of
this NISTIR and is being developed elsewhere. In any case, for SWAM, organizations are
encouraged to use metrics that look at both average risk score and maximum risk score per
device.

12

A risk score, also called a defect score, in the context of SWAM, is a measure of how exploitable a defect is.
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641

2.12 SWAM Assessment Criteria Device Groupings to Consider

642
643
644
645
646

To support automated assessment and ongoing authorization, software is clearly grouped by
authorization boundary [see Control Items CM-8a and CM-8(5) in SP 800-53] and by the
software managers responsible for software installation on specific devices 13 [see Control Item
CM-8(4) in SP 800-53]. In addition to these two important groupings, the organization may want
to use other groupings for risk analysis, as discussed in Section 5.6 of Volume 1 of this NISTIR.

647

3. SWAM Security Assessment Plan Documentation Template

648

3.1 Introduction and Steps for Adapting This Plan

649
650
651
652
653
654

This section provides templates for the security assessment plan in accordance with SP 800-37
and SP 800-53A. The documentation elements are described in Section 6 of Volume 1 of this
NISTIR. Section 9 of the same volume specifically describes how the templates and
documentation relate to the assessment tasks and work products defined in SP 800-37 and SP
800-53A. The following are suggested steps to adapt this plan to the organization's needs and
implement automated monitoring.

655
656

Figure 6 shows the main steps in the adaptation process. The steps are expanded to more detail in
the following three sections.

1. Select Defect
Checks to Automate

2. Adapt
Roles to the
Organization

3. Automate
Selected
Defect Checks

657

Figure 6: Main Steps in Adapting the Plan Template

658
659

3.1.1 Select Defect Checks to Automate

660

The main steps in selecting defect checks to automate are described in this section.

661

Figure 7: Sub-Steps to Select Defect Checks to Automate

662

13

This role is the Software Manager (SWMan) responsible for installing on and removing software from the device,
but it might be performed by the device manager or other responsible party in a specific organization.
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Take the following steps to select which defect checks to automate:

664
665

(1)

Identify Assessment Boundary: Identify the assessment boundary to be covered. (See
Section 4.3 of Volume 1 of this NISTIR.)

666
667
668

(2)

Identify System Impact: Identify the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)
199-defined impact level (high water mark) for that assessment boundary.
(See SP 800-60 and/or organizational categorization records.)

669

(3)

Review Security Assessment Plan Documentation:

670
671

a.

Review the defect checks documented in Section 3.2 to get an initial sense of the
proposed items to be tested.

672
673

b.

Review the security assessment plan narratives in Section 3.2 to understand how
the defect checks apply to the controls that support Software Asset Management.

674

(4)

Select Defect Checks:

675
676
677
678

a.

Based on Steps (1) to (3) in this list and an understanding of the organization’s risk
tolerance, use Table 6: Mapping of Attack Steps to Security Sub-Capability, in
Section 3.2.3 to identify the defect checks that would be necessary to test the
effectiveness of controls required by the impact level and risk tolerance.

679
680
681

b.

Mark the defect checks necessary as selected in Section 3.2.2. The organization is
not required to use automation, but automation of testing adds value to the extent
that it:

682
683

(i)

Produces assessment results accurately, completely, and timely enough to
better defend against attacks; and/or

684

(ii)

Reduces the cost of assessment over the long term.

685

3.1.2 Adapt Roles to the Organization

686

The main steps to adapt the roles to the organization are described in this section.

687

Figure 8: Sub-Steps to Adapt Roles to the Organization

688
689
690

(1)

Review Proposed Roles: Proposed roles are described in Section 2.7, SWAM Specific
Roles and Responsibilities (Illustrative).

691
692

(2)

Address Missing Roles: Identify any required roles not currently assigned in the
organization. Determine how to assign the unassigned roles.

693
694

(3)

Rename Roles: Identify the organization-specific names that match each role. (Note
that more than one proposed role might be performed by the same organizational role.)
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Adjust Documentation: Map the organization-specific roles to the roles proposed
herein, in one of two ways (either may be acceptable):

697
698

a.

Add a column to the table in Section 2.7 for the organization-specific role and list
it there; or

699
700

b.

Use global replace to change the role names throughout the documentation from
the names proposed here to the organization-specific names.

701

3.1.3 Automate Selected Defect Checks

702

The main steps to implement automation are described in this section.

703

Figure 9: Sub-Steps to Automate Selected Defect Checks

704
705
706
707

(1)

Add Defect Checks: Review the defect check definition and add checks as needed
based on organizational risk tolerance and expected attack types. [Role: DSM (See
Section 2.7.)]

708

(2)

Adjust Data Collection:

709
710

a.

Review the actual state information needed and configure automated sensors to
collect the required information. [Role: ISCM-Sys (See Section 2.7)]

711
712
713
714
715

b.

Review the matching desired state specification that was specified or add
additional specifications to match the added actual state to be checked. Configure
the collection system to receive and store this desired state specification in a form
that can be automatically compared to the actual state data. [Role: ISCM-Sys (See
Section 2.7.)]

716

(3)

Operate the ISCM-System:

717

a.

Operate the collection system to identify both security and data quality defects.

718
719

b.

Configure the collection system to send security and data quality information to
the defect management dashboard.

720
721
722
723

(4)

Use the Results to Manage Risk: Use the results to respond to higher risk findings
first and to measure potential residual risk to inform aggregate risk acceptance
decisions. If risk is determined to be too great for acceptance, the results may also be
used to help prioritize further mitigation actions.

724

3.2 SWAM Sub-Capabilities and Defect Check Tables and Templates

725
726
727

This section documents the specific test templates that are proposed and considered adequate to
assess the control items that support Software Asset Management. See Section 5 of Volume 1 of
this NISTIR for an overview of defect checks, and see Section 4.1 of Volume 1 for an overview
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728
729
730
731
732
733

of the actual state and desired state specifications discussed in the Assessment Criteria Notes for
each defect check. Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 of this document describe the foundational and local
defect checks, respectively. The Supporting Control Item(s) data in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2
specify which controls, when ineffective, might cause a particular defect check to fail. This
provides further documentation on why the check (test) might be needed. Refer to Section 3.1 for
how to adapt the defect checks (and roles specified therein) to the organization.

734
735
736
737

Data found in Section 3.2 can be used in both defect check selection and root cause analysis, as
described there. Section 3.2.3 documents how each sub-capability (tested by a defect check)
serves to support the overall capability by addressing certain example attack steps and/or data
quality issues. Appendix G can also be used to support root cause analysis.

738

The Defect Check Templates are organized as follows:

739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752

•

In the column headed “The purpose of this sub-capability…,” the sub-capability being
tested by the defect check is documented. (How the sub-capabilities block or delay
certain example attack steps is described in Section 3.2.3.)

•

The column headed “The defect check to assess…” describes the defect check name and
the assessment criteria to be used to assess whether or not the sub-capability is effective
in achieving its purpose.

•

In the column headed Example Mitigation/Responses, the document describes examples
of potential responses when the check finds a defect, and also what role is likely
responsible.

•

Finally, the column headed Supporting Control Items lists the control items that work
together to support the sub-capability. This identification is based on the mapping of
defect checks to control items in Section 3.3.

As noted in Section 3.1, this material is designed to be customized and adapted to become part of
an organization’s security assessment plan.
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753

3.2.1 Foundational Sub-Capabilities and Corresponding Defect Checks

754
755
756

This document (NISTIR 8011) proposes two foundational security-oriented defect checks for the
SWAM capability. The foundational checks are designated SWAM-F01 through SWAM-F04
and focus on security.

757
758
759
760
761
762
763

Four data quality defect checks are also proposed and are designated SWAM-Q01 through
SWAM-Q04. The data quality defect checks are important because they provide the information
necessary to document how reliable the overall assessment automation process is, information
which can be used to decide how much to trust the other data (i.e., provide greater assurance
about security control effectiveness). Defect checks may be computed for individual checks (e.g.,
foundational and/or local), or summarized for various groupings of devices (e.g., device
manager, device owner, system, etc.) out to the full assessment boundary.

764
765
766

Each of the foundational and data quality defect checks is defined in terms of assessment criteria,
mitigation methods, and responsibility described in the Example Mitigation/Responses section
under each defect check.

767
768

The foundational and data quality defect checks were selected for their value for summary
reporting. The Selected column indicates which of the checks to implement.

769
770
771
772
773

Note for SWAM: SWAM defect checks F01, F02 and F03 provide alternate ways to detect or
limit execution of unauthorized software from a mass storage device. Organizations select one or
more of the defect check(s) F01, F02, and/or F03 based on organizational assurance needs and
organization-specific control implementations. SWAM defect check F04 is needed separately to
detect malicious code in memory.

774
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775
776

Prevent Unauthorized Software from Executing Sub-Capability and Defect
Check SWAM-F01

777

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Prevent unauthorized software from
executing
778
779
780

Prevent or reduce the execution of unauthorized software
(presumed malware).

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as
follows:
Defect
Check
ID
SWAMF01

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software
executes

Assessment Criteria
Summary
Executable with digital
fingerprint is executed
(or attempted to
execute) but not
authorized to execute.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is the list
(inventory) of all executables that
the system has loaded (or
attempted to load) for execution,
identified by digital fingerprints or
equivalents, e.g., digitally signed
executables or libraries.
2) The desired state specification is
a list of all software executables
authorized to be executed,
identified by digital fingerprints or
equivalents.
3) A defect is an executable that
was executed (or attempted to be
executed) that is not on the list of
executables authorized to be
executed.

Selected
Yes

Note: F01 covers distribution
supply chain issues. IF the
organization gets executable
hashes (encrypted and signed)
from the foundry or an equally
reliable source.

781
782
783
784
785
786

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility
assignments) are common actions and are appropriate when defects are discovered in this subcapability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the overall
management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions
and responsibilities can be customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-F01

Automatically block execution on detection

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-F01

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-F01

Authorize the software

DSM

SWAM-F01

Accept Risk

RskEx
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Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items.
Thus, if any of the following supporting controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is
likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-F01

Low

CM-7(b)

SWAM-F01

Low

CM-11(b)

SWAM-F01

Low

SI-3(b)

SWAM-F01

Low

SI-3(c)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

CM-7(1)(b)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

CM-7(2)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

CM-7(4)(a)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

CM-7(4)(b)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

MA-3(2)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

SC-18(a)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

SC-18(b)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

SC-18(c)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

SI-3(1)

SWAM-F01

Moderate

SI-7

SWAM-F01

High

CM-5(3)

SWAM-F01

High

CM-7(5)(a)

SWAM-F01

High

CM-7(5)(b)

SWAM-F01

High

SA-12

791
792
793

Prevent or Reduce Execution of Software from Unauthorized Installers
Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-F02

794

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Prevent or reduce execution of software
from unauthorized installers

795
796
797

Sub-Capability Purpose
Prevent or reduce the execution of software (presumed
malware) not installed by an authorized installer.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as
follows:
Defect
Check
ID
SWAMF02

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software
installer

Assessment Criteria
Summary
Software is executed
(or attempted to
execute) but was not
installed by an
authorized installer

25

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is the list
(inventory) of all software (identified
by the installer account or
equivalent) that is being executed
or has been loaded for execution

Selected
Yes
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Defect
Check
ID

Defect Check
Name

Assessment Criteria
Summary

Assessment Criteria Notes

account.

798
799
800
801
802
803

Selected

over a specified period of time
defined by the organization.
2) The desired state specification is
a list of all software installed by an
authorized installer account.
3) A defect is software that was
executed (or attempted to execute)
that was not installed by an
authorized installer account.

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility
assignments) are common actions and are appropriate when defects are discovered in this subcapability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the overall
management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions
and responsibilities can be customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

804
805
806
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Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-F02

Automatically block installation by unauthorized persons

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-F02

Automatically block execution on detection

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-F02

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-F02

Authorize the software/installer

DSM

SWAM-F02

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-F02

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items.
Thus, if any of the following supporting controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is
likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-F02

Low

CM-11(a)

SWAM-F02

Low

CM-11(b)

SWAM-F02

Low

SI-3(b)

SWAM-F02

Moderate

CM-7(1)(b)

SWAM-F02

Moderate

CM-7(2)

SWAM-F02

Moderate

CM-7(4)(a)

SWAM-F02

Moderate

CM-7(4)(b)

SWAM-F02

High

CM-7(5)(a)

SWAM-F02

High

CM-7(5)(b)

808
809
810

Prevent or Reduce Software Execution from Unauthorized Location SubCapability and Defect Check SWAM-F03

811

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
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from unauthorized location
812
813
814
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Prevent or reduce the execution of software (presumed
malware) not loaded from a controlled and authorized
location.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as
follows:
Defect
Check
ID
SWAMF03

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software
directory/folder
location

Assessment
Criteria Summary
Executable is
executed (or
attempted to
execute) but was
not loaded from an
approved location.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is the list
(inventory) of all executables
(identified by the location from which
loaded, or equivalent) that are being
executed or have been loaded for
execution over a period of time
defined by the organization. (The
actual value to be stored in the
inventory is a tuple consisting of the
executable and the location from
which loaded.)
2) The desired state specification is a
list of all software executables that
exist in the authorized location. (The
actual value to be stored in the
specification is one tuple for each
authorized executable and a location
from which it is permitted to be
loaded.)
3) A defect is an executable that was
executed (or attempted to be
executed) that is not loaded from an
authorized location. (The actual state
tuple does not match a desired state
tuple.)

Selected
Yes

Note: Authorized locations are to be
restricted via access controls to be
writable only by authorized installer
accounts.
815
816
817
818
819
820

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility
assignments) are common actions and are appropriate when defects are discovered in this subcapability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the overall
management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions
and responsibilities can be customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check
ID

Potential Response Action

Primary
Responsibility

SWAM-F03

Automatically block execution on detection of wrong
location

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-F03

Remove the software

SWMan
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Primary
Responsibility

Potential Response Action

SWAM-F03

Authorize the software/location for execution

DSM

SWAM-F03

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-F03

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items.
Thus, if any of the following supporting controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is
likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-F03

Low

CM-7(b)

SWAM-F03

Low

CM-11(b)

SWAM-F03

Low

SI-3(b)

SWAM-F03

Moderate

CM-7(1)(b)

SWAM-F03

Moderate

CM-7(2)

SWAM-F03

Moderate

CM-7(4)(a)

SWAM-F03

Moderate

CM-7(4)(b)

SWAM-F03

High

CM-7(5)(a)

SWAM-F03

High

CM-7(5)(b)

825
826
827

Ensure or Increase Trust of System Software at Startup Sub-Capability and
Defect Check SWAM-F04

828

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Ensure or increase trust of system
software at startup

829
830
831

Sub-Capability Purpose
Prevent or reduce the insertion of malware into key system
components before or during system startup.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as
follows:
Defect
Check
ID

Defect
Check
Name

SWAMF04

Untrusted
core
software

Assessment
Criteria
Summary
Unauthorized
software state
at startup.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is data on the integrity of
organizationally selected software
components observed at startup. At a
minimum, core components are expected to
include root operating system elements,
firmware, etc. Digital fingerprints are often
used to identify components in the actual
state.
2) The desired state specification is a list of
the approved version of each software
element using the same methods of
identification (digital fingerprint, digital
signature, etc.).
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Assessment
Criteria
Summary
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Assessment Criteria Notes

Selected

3) A defect is software observed at startup that
was not in the desired state specification.
832
833
834
835
836
837

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility
assignments) are common actions and are appropriate when defects are discovered in this subcapability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the overall
management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions
and responsibilities can be customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

838
839
840
841

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-F04

Lock the system and block use

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-F04

Restore authorized state/software

SWMan

SWAM-F04

Authorize the new state

DSM

SWAM-F04

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-F04

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items.
Thus, if any of the following supporting controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is
likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-F04

Low

CM-11(b)

SWAM-F04

Low

SI-3(b)

SWAM-F04

Moderate

CM-7(1)(b)

SWAM-F04

Moderate

CM-7(4)(a)

SWAM-F04

Moderate

CM-7(4)(b)

SWAM-F04

Moderate

SI-3(1)

SWAM-F04

Moderate

SI-7(1)

SWAM-F04

High

CM-5(3)

SWAM-F04

High

CM-7(5)(a)

SWAM-F04

High

CM-7(5)(b)

842
843
844

Ensure Completeness of Device-Level Reporting Sub-Capability and
Defect Check SWAM-Q01

845

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Ensure completeness of
device-level reporting

Sub-Capability Purpose
Ensure that devices are correctly reporting SWAM related information to
the actual state inventory to prevent SWAM defects from going
undetected.

846
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847
848

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as
follows:
Defect
Check
ID
SWAMQ01

849
850
851
852
853
854

Defect Check
Name

Assessment Criteria
Summary

Non-reporting of
device-level
SWAM
information

Device connected to the
assessment boundary but
not reporting SWAM
actual state information.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is the list of
devices connected to the
assessment boundary.
2) The desired state is that all
the devices in the actual state
are reporting SWAM
information.
3) A defect occurs when a
device in the actual state has
not reported its SWAM
information as recently as
expected.
Criteria developed to define
the threshold for “as recently
as expected,” for each device
were discussed in the notes for
HWAM-Q01.

Selected
Yes

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility
assignments) are common actions and are appropriate when defects are discovered in this subcapability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the overall
management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions
and responsibilities can be customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

855
856
857
858
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Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-Q01

Restore device reporting of software

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-Q01

Declare device missing (with software)

DM

SWAM-Q01

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-Q01

Ensure Correct Response

ISCM-Ops

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items.
Thus, if any of the following supporting controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is
likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-Q01

Low

CM-8(a)

859
860
861
862

Ensure Completeness of Defect-Check-Level Reporting Sub-Capability and
Defect Check SWAM-Q02

863

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
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Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Ensure completeness of
defect-check-level reporting
864
865
866

867
868
869
870
871
872

Ensure that defect check information is correctly reported in the actual
state inventory to prevent systematic inability to check any defect on
any device.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as
follows:
Defect
Check
ID

Defect
Check
Name

SWAMQ02

Nonreporting
of defect
checks

Assessment Criteria
Summary

Assessment Criteria Notes

Defect checks are
selected, but the SWAM
Actual State Collection
Manager does not report
testing for all defects on all
devices (Device level and
defect check level defect).

1) The actual state is the set of
SWAM data that was collected in
each collection cycle to support all
implemented SWAM defect checks.
2) The desired state is the set of
SWAM data that must be collected
in each collection cycle to support all
implemented SWAM defect checks.
3) The defect is any set of data
needed for a defect check where not
all the data was collected for an
organizationally specified number of
devices, indicating that the collection
system is not providing enough
information to perform a sufficiently
thorough assessment.

Selected
Yes

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility
assignments) are common actions and are appropriate when defects are discovered in this subcapability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the overall
management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions
and responsibilities can be customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

873
874
875
876
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Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-Q02

Restore defect check reporting

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-Q02

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-Q02

Ensure Correct Response

ISCM-Ops

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items.
Thus, if any of the following supporting controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is
likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-Q02

Low

CM-8(a)

877
878
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879
880

Increase Overall Reporting Completeness Sub-Capability and Defect
Check SWAM-Q03

881

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Increase overall
reporting completeness

882
883
884

Sub-Capability Purpose
Ensure that data for as many defect checks as possible are correctly
reported in the actual state inventory to prevent defects from persisting
undetected across the assessment boundary.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as
follows:
Defect
Check
ID
SWAMQ03

Defect Check
Name

Assessment Criteria
Summary

Low
completenessmetric

Completeness of the
actual inventory
collection is below an
[organization-definedthreshold] (Summary of
Q01 and Q02 for
assessment boundary
and other device
grouping (e.g., system,
device manager, etc.)).

Assessment Criteria Notes
The completeness metric is not a
device-level defect, but is applied
to any collection of devices – for
example, those in a system
authorization boundary. It is used
in computing the maturity of the
collection system.
1) The actual state is the number
of specified defect checks
provided by the collection system
in a reporting window.
2) The desired state is the
number of specified defect
checks that should have been
provided in that same reporting
window.
3) Completeness is the metric
defined as the actual state
number divided by the desired
state number – that is, it is the
percentage of specified defect
checks collected during the
reporting window. Completeness
measures long term ability to
collect all needed data.
4) A defect is when completeness
is too low (based on the defined
threshold). This indicates risk
because, when completeness is
too low, there is a higher risk of
defects being undetected. An
acceptable level of completeness
balances technical feasibility
against the need for 100%
completeness.
Note on 1): A specific checkdevice combination may only be
counted once in the required
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Defect
Check
ID

Defect Check
Name

Assessment Criteria
Summary

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Assessment Criteria Notes

Selected

minimal reporting period. For
example, if checks are to be done
every 3 days, a check done twice
in that timeframe would still count
as 1 check. However, if there are
30 days in the reporting window,
that check-device combination
could be counted for each of the
ten 3-day periods included.
885
886
887
888
889
890

891
892
893
894

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility
assignments) are common actions and are appropriate when defects are discovered in this subcapability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the overall
management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions
and responsibilities can be customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-Q03

Restore completeness

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-Q03

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-Q03

Ensure Correct Response

ISCM-Ops

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items.
Thus, if any of the following supporting controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is
likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-Q03

Low

CM-8(a)

895
896
897
898

Ensure Overall Reporting Timeliness Sub-Capability and Defect Check
SWAM-Q04

899

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability
Name
Ensure overall
reporting
timeliness

900
901
902

Sub-Capability Purpose
Ensure that data for as many defect checks as possible are reported in a timely
manner in the actual state inventory to prevent defects from persisting undetected.
To be effective, defects need to be found and mitigated considerably faster than
they can be exploited.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as
follows:
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Defect
Check
ID

Defect
Check
Name

SWAMQ04

Poor
timeliness
metric

FOUNDATIONAL DEFECT CHECKS

Assessment Criteria
Summary
Frequency of update
(timeliness) of the
actual inventory
collection is lower than
an [organizationdefined-threshold]
(Summary of Q03 and
Q04 for assessment
boundary and other
device grouping (e.g.,
system, device
manager, etc.)).

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Assessment Criteria Notes
The Timeliness metric is not a devicelevel defect, but can be applied to any
collection of devices – for example,
those within a system (authorization
boundary). It is used in computing the
maturity of the collection system.
1) The actual state is the number of
specified defect checks provided by the
collection system in one collection
cycle – the period in which each defect
should be checked once.
2) The desired state is the number of
specified defect checks that should
have been provided in the collection
cycle.
3) Timeliness is the metric defined as
the actual state number divided by the
desired state number – that is, it is the
percentage of specified defect checks
collected in the reporting cycle. Thus it
measures the percentage of data that
is currently timely (collected as recently
as required).
4) A defect is when “timeliness” is too
poor (based on the defined threshold).
This indicates risk because when
timeliness is poor there is a higher risk
of defects not being detected quickly
enough.

Selected
Yes

Note on 1): A specific check-device
combination may only be counted once
in the collection cycle.
Note on 2): Different devices may have
different sets of specified checks,
based on their role.
903
904
905
906
907
908

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility
assignments) are common actions and are appropriate when defects are discovered in this subcapability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the overall
management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions
and responsibilities can be customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-Q04

Restore frequency

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-Q04

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-Q04

Ensure Correct Response

ISCM-Ops

909
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Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items.
Thus, if any of the following supporting controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is
likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-Q04

Low

CM-8(b)

SWAM-Q04

Low

CM-11(c)

SWAM-Q04

Moderate

CM-8(1)

913
914
915
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916
917

3.2.2 Local Sub-Capabilities and Corresponding Defect Checks

918
919

This section includes local defect checks, as examples of what organizations may add to the foundational checks to support more
complete automated assessment of SP 800-53 controls that support SWAM.

920
921
922
923

Organizations exercise authority to manage risk by choosing whether or not to select specific defect checks for implementation. In
general, selecting more defect checks may lower risk (if there is capacity to address defects found) and provide greater assurance but
may also increase cost of detection and mitigation. The organization selects defect checks for implementation (or not) to balance the
benefits and costs and prioritize risk response actions by focusing first on the problems that pose greater risk (i.e., managing risk).

924
925

Note that each local defect check may also include options to make it more or less rigorous, as the risk tolerance of the organization
deems appropriate.

926
927

The “Selected” column is present to indicate which of the checks the organization chooses to implement as documented or as modified
by the organization.

928
929
930
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931
932
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Ensure or Increase Integrity of Software Authorizers Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L01
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Ensure or increase integrity of software
authorizers
933
934

SWAM-L01

Defect Check
Name
Unapproved
authorizer

Assessment Criteria
Summary
Software not approved by an
authorized software authorizer.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is the account (controlled by a credentialed
and authenticated person) which authorized each instance of
software.
2) The desired state specification is a list of the approved
accounts which can authorize software
3) A defect is software that was authorized by an unapproved
authorizer.

Selected
TBD

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

940
941
942

Prevent or reduce the insertion of malware into the list of approved software by unauthorized
persons.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID

935
936
937
938
939

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L01

Block the software as unauthorized

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L01

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-L01

Authorized person approves the software

DSM

SWAM-L01

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L01

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
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Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L01

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L01

Moderate

SI-7

SWAM-L01

High

SI-7(14)(b)

943
944
945

Prevent or Reduce (Careless or Malicious) Software Approval Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L02
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Prevent or reduce (careless or malicious)
software approval

Ensure checks and balances are in place to prevent a single individual from carelessly or
maliciously changing authorization of software installation.
Note 1: The organization might choose to use access restrictions to enforce multiple approvals. If
so, that would be assessed under the PRIV capability.
Note 2: See SWAM-L09 for authorization boundary.

946
947

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAML02

Defect Check
Name
Required
authorizations
missing

Assessment Criteria
Summary
Software changes must be
authorized by at least two
authorized persons before
execution.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is the list of persons who authorized the
change to the system, thus allowing the software item to be
executed. This would typically be recorded in the desired state
inventory as part of the configuration change control process.
2) The desired state is the list of persons who are authorized to
approve system changes and allow software to be executed.
This may include specifying first, second, etc., approver roles.
3) A defect occurs when the software item is authorized
a. by fewer than the required number of distinct and authorized
approvers; or
b. by persons not authorized to approve software.

Selected
TBD

Note: An organization may wish to enhance this defect check by
requiring different individuals to verify different attributes of the
software, such as supply chain strength, vendors' attention to
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Selected

security, etc.
948
949
950
951
952

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

953
954
955

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L02

Block the software as unauthorized

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L02

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-L02

Authorized person(s) approves the software

DSM

SWAM-L02

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L02

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L02

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L02

Moderate

SI-7

956
957
958
959

Promptly Determine and Address Needed Installation and Deinstallation of Software Sub-Capability and
Defect Check SWAM-L03

960

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Promptly determine and address needed
installation and deinstallation of software

961
962

Sub-Capability Purpose
Ensure that needed changes are addressed in a timely manner by flagging requested changes
not considered (approved and implemented; or disapproved) in a timely manner as risks.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
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Defect
Check ID
SWAML03

963
964
965
966
967

LOCAL DEFECT CHECKS

Defect Check Name
Expired actions on software
authorization/deauthorization requests

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
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Assessment Criteria
Summary
Proposed changes not
addressed within [organizationdefined timeframe].

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes:
a. a list of proposed changes to the
desired state.
b. a list of approved changes to the
actual state, likely derived from the
desired state specification.
c. the date the change was proposed
and the date approved or rejected.
d. the date the change was implemented
and the actual state automatically
updated to reflect the change.
2) The desired state includes:
a. the timeframe within which proposed
items are to be approved or rejected.
b. the timeframe within which approved
changes are to be implemented in the
actual state.
3) A defect occurs when a device in the
assessment boundary:
a. includes a proposed change that has
not been addressed within the time
allowed in 2(a); or
b. includes an approved change that has
not been implemented within the
timeframe specified in 2(b).

Selected
TBD

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L03

Automatically block unapproved changes

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L03

Automatically execute approved changes

SWMan

SWAM-L03

Manually remove unapproved changes promptly

SWMan
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Defect Check ID

968
969
970

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L03

Manually implement approved changes promptly

SWMan

SWAM-L03

Change authorizations

DSM

SWAM-L03

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L03

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L03

Low

SI-3(d)

SWAM-L03

Moderate

SI-3(2)

SWAM-L03

Moderate

SI-7

SWAM-L03

High

CM-3(1)(c)

971
972
973

Prevent or Reduce Exploitation of Software on Devices Moving into or out of Protective Boundaries SubCapability and Defect Check SWAM-L04

974

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Prevent or reduce exploitation of
software on devices moving into or
out of protective boundaries
975
976

Prevent exploitation of software on devices after removal, during use elsewhere, and after return (or
other mobile use) by a) appropriately hardening the device prior to removal; b) checking for
organizational software before removal; and c) sanitizing the device before introduction or reintroduction
into the protective boundary.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check
ID
SWAML04

Defect Check
Name

Assessment Criteria Summary

Devices moving
in/out of protective
boundaries not in

The desired state is that the device is
approved for removal and reintroduction.
The defect check fails if the device's

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes:
a. the actual installed software configuration on
devices approved for travel (i.e., removal and

Selected
TBD
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Check
ID

Defect Check
Name
policy compliance

977
978
979
980
981

LOCAL DEFECT CHECKS

Assessment Criteria Summary
software does not meet organization
defined rules (for removal and/or
reintroduction).

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Assessment Criteria Notes

Selected

reintroduction). This typically consists of the presence
or absence of specific software.
b. data identifying devices about to be used in travel
(and to where).
c. data identifying devices reentering protective
boundaries (and where else the device has been
connected while removed. The locations might be
validated from GPS and IP logging, if appropriate).
2) The desired state includes:
a. the list of devices authorized for travel.
b. the desired installed software strengthening
(adding software protections and/or removing
sensitive software) and/or sanitization (restoring
software and/or finding and removing malicious
software) for such devices, based on the location(s) to
which connected while removed. (XREF to 1a and 1c)
3) A defect occurs when any of the following occur:
a. any device unauthorized for travel is either
expected to be (or has actually been) traveling,
regardless of installed software configuration.
b. a device approved for travel does not have the
desired installed software configuration for the
proposed uses.
c. a device approved for travel was connected to
unapproved location(s) where its installed software
configuration was not appropriate (matching the
desired state) for those location(s).

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID
SWAM-L04

Potential Response Action
Correct configurations before allowing exit from boundary

Primary Responsibility
SWMan
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Defect Check ID

982
983
984

Potential Response Action

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM
Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L04

Correct configurations before allowing entry to boundary

SWMan

SWAM-L04

Authorize the new state

DSM

SWAM-L04

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L04

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L04

Low

CM-11(b)

SWAM-L04

Low

MP-6(a)

SWAM-L04

Low

MP-6(b)

SWAM-L04

Low

PS-4(d)

SWAM-L04

Low

SI-3(b)

SWAM-L04

Moderate

CM-2(7)(a)

SWAM-L04

Moderate

CM-2(7)(b)

SWAM-L04

Moderate

CM-7(1)(b)

SWAM-L04

Moderate

CM-7(4)(a)

SWAM-L04

Moderate

CM-7(4)(b)

SWAM-L04

Moderate

MA-3(1)

SWAM-L04

Moderate

MA-3(2)

SWAM-L04

Moderate

SI-3(1)

SWAM-L04

High

CM-7(5)(a)

SWAM-L04

High

CM-7(5)(b)

SWAM-L04

High

MP-6(1)

SWAM-L04

High

MP-6(2)

SWAM-L04

High

MP-6(3)
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985
986
987

Enable Rollback and Recovery Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L05
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Enable rollback and
recovery

988
989

Require the maintenance of enough prior versions of software to ensure the ability to rollback and recover in the
event that issues are found with the newer software.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAML05

990
991
992
993
994

Sub-Capability Purpose

Defect Check Name
Number of prior
versions of installed
software inadequate

Assessment Criteria
Summary
The number of prior versions,
and/or the age of prior
versions is inadequate.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes (for each device's software
items):
a. the number of prior versions (replaced version)
maintained.
b. the date each prior version was removed from the
device.
c. the date the oldest version was put in service on that
device.
2) The desired state includes:
a. the minimum number (n) of prior versions to be
maintained.
b. the minimum time (t) prior versions are to be
maintained.
3) A defect occurs when a device is connected to the
assessment boundary where less than the minimum
number of prior versions of the software item have been
retained.
Note: The prior versions do not generally reside on the
device itself, but typically on some backup media.

Selected
TBD

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
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Defect Check ID

995
996
997

Potential Response Action
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Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L05

Reconstruct backup version(s)

SWMan

SWAM-L05

Modify procedures to prevent future occurrences

RskEx

SWAM-L05

Change requirements

DSM

SWAM-L05

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L05

Ensure Correct Response

RskEx

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L05

Low

CM-11(b)

SWAM-L05

Moderate

CM-2(3)

998
999
1000

1001
1002

Prevent or Reduce Software Defects Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L06
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Prevent or reduce software defects

Prevent or reduce the installation of software which has not been tested and validated prior to approval.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAML06

Defect Check
Name
testing and
validation of
software
inadequate

Assessment Criteria
Summary
Software items authorized
and installed have
inadequate testing and
validation.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes (for each software item on one or more
devices):
a. the testing and validation steps conducted for that software.
b. the attributes of this software (used to determine the desired level
of testing, see desired state).
2) The desired state includes:
a. the software item attributes used to determine the correct amount
and kind of testing and validation.
b) the specification of the correct amount and kind of testing and

Selected
TBD
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Assessment Criteria Notes

Selected

validation for each combination of relevant attributes.
3) A defect occurs when a device connected to the assessment
boundary has installed software where the amount and kind of testing
and validation of the installed software is not at least as complete as
the desired state specification for the software item's combination of
relevant categories.
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

1008
1009
1010

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L06

Automatically block execution of software

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L06

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-L06

Change testing and validation requirements

DSM

SWAM-L06

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L06

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L06

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L06

Moderate

CM-3(2)

SWAM-L06

High

CM-4(1)

1011
1012
1013

Verify Ongoing Business Need for Software Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L07
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
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Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Verify ongoing business
need for software

Require periodic and/or event driven consideration of whether a software item is still needed for system functionality
to fulfill mission requirements in support of least functionality).
Note: Good practice might be to require DMs to review devices for unauthorized, unneeded or unmanaged
software, and System Owners to review what software is needed in the authorization boundaries, compared to what
is present.

1014
1015

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAM-L07

1016
1017
1018
1019
1020

Defect Check Name
Business need of
software not recently
verified

Assessment Criteria Summary
Track a software item businessneed sunset date.
Track triggers that can require
reassessment of the business
need.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes (for each software item):
a. the date business need was last verified; and/or
b. whether or not a specified trigger event has
occurred.
2) The desired state includes:
a. the maximum time before re-verification is
required for each software item.
b. a software item sunset date and/or specific trigger
events requiring consideration of software item
relevance,
i. by device type and/or software item role/attributes.
ii. by device type and/or software item identity .
3) A defect occurs when a device connected to the
assessment boundary:
a. has a software item with an expired sunset date;
or
b. has a software item nearing an expired sunset
date (to provide warning to desired state managers);
or
c. a specified trigger event has occurred to this
device or software item without re-verification of
business need.

Selected
TBD

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
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1021
1022
1023
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Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L07

Verify business need

DSM

SWAM-L07

Automatically block execution of software

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L07

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-L07

Change requirement for verification of business need

RskEx

SWAM-L07

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L07

Ensure Correct Response

RskEx

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L07

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L07

Low

CM-7(a)

SWAM-L07

Moderate

CM-7(1)(a)

SWAM-L07

Moderate

CM-7(4)(c)

SWAM-L07

High

CM-7(5)(c)

1024
1025
1026

Prevent or Reduce Unused (and thus Unneeded) Software Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L08
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Prevent or reduce unused (and thus
unneeded) software

1027
1028

Sub-Capability Purpose
Prevent or reduce the presence of unused (and thus unneeded) software as determined by
actual usage on a given device.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAML08

Defect
Check
Name
Unused
software
present

Assessment Criteria Summary
Software items are unused long
enough to provide evidence they
are not needed.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes (for each software items on one or
more devices):
a. actual software item attributes used to determine how much it

Selected
TBD
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Assessment Criteria Notes

Selected

is expected to be used.
b. the last date of use.
c. the number of times used in an organizationally defined period.
2) The desired state includes:
a. the software item categories used to determine the expected
amount of use.
b) the specification of the expected amount of use for each
combination of relevant categories.
3) A defect occurs when a device connected to the assessment
boundary has installed software where any of the following are
true:
a) the last use is older than expected.
b) the rate of use is less than expected.
Note: For examples of software item attributes, some "quarterly
report software" might only be expected to be used quarterly,
while "annual report software" might only be used annually.
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033

1034
1035
1036

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L08

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-L08

Change usage expectations

DSM

SWAM-L08

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L08

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
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Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L08

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L08

Low

CM-7(a)

SWAM-L08

Moderate

CM-7(1)(a)

1037
1038
1039
1040

Ensure Software Is Required by a System Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L09
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Ensure device-softwareitem level accountability

Sub-Capability Purpose
Ensure each unique combination of a device and software item (device-software-item) has accountability.
Reduce duplication of effort by verifying that each unique combination of device and software-item is in one and
only one authorization boundary.
Note: For this defect check, the relevant software item is more likely a software product than an executable.

1041
1042

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAML09

1043
1044
1045

Defect Check Name
Device-software-item
assignment to
authorization boundary is
not 1:1

Assessment Criteria Summary
Each device-software-item
combination is assigned to one
and only one authorization
boundary.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes the authorization
boundary(ies) to which the device-software-item
combination is assigned in the desired state.
2) The desired state is that each device-softwareitem combination is in one and only one
authorization boundary, and thus has a clearly
defined management responsibility.
3) A defect occurs when an actual state devicesoftware-item combination is:
a. not listed in any authorization boundary; or
b. listed in more than one authorization boundary.

Selected
TBD

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
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overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

1048
1049
1050
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Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L09

Block the software

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L09

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-L09

Adjust authorization boundary assignment

DSM

SWAM-L09

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L09

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L09

Low

CM-11(b)

SWAM-L09

Moderate

CM-8(5)

1051
1052

Ensure that Software Complies with License Agreements Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L10

1053
1054

1055
1056

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Ensure that software complies with license agreements

Ensure that actual usage of software products complies with license agreements.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAML10

Defect
Check
Name
Unlicensed
software

Assessment Criteria
Summary
In aggregate, software
products are used in
compliance with license terms
and conditions.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes
a) the inventory of each unique combination of a device and software
product (device-software-products) installed.
b) data (such as number installed, numbers concurrently used,
amount of use, copies of installation media, protection of media) to

Selected
TBD
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Assessment Criteria Notes

Selected

determine the extent of license compliance for each software product.
2) The desired state includes the criteria (such as number allowed to
be installed, number concurrently allowed to be used, limits to
installation on specific devices, and amount of use) needed to
determine license compliance for each software product.
3) A defect occurs when the actual state of a software-product is not
in compliance with the desired state. For example:
a. the criteria in 2) might be that 80 copies may be installed, but the
actual state of 1.a) is that 85 are installed
b) the criteria in 2) might limit concurrent users to 100, but the actual
state in 1.b) might indicate that there are periods with up to 125
concurrent users.
c) The criteria in 2) might limit hours of use to 1000, but the actual
state in 1.b) might indicate that 1010 hours were used.
Note 1: The criteria in 2) might limit the use of installation media to
organizationally owned devices, but 1) and 2) might be expanded to
indicate that such media have been distributed to be used on other
devices.
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L10

Block the software

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L10

Remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-L10

Obtain/Renew the license

SWMan

SWAM-L10

Adjust usage

RskEx

SWAM-L10

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L10

Ensure Correct Response

RskEx

1062
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Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L10

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L10

Low

CM-10(a)

SWAM-L10

Low

CM-10(b)

SWAM-L10

Low

CM-10(c)

SWAM-L10

Low

CM-11(b)

1065
1066
1067
1068

1069
1070

Avoid Self-Denial of Service Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L11
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Purpose

Avoid self-denial of service

Ensure that required software is present.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAM-L11

1071
1072
1073
1074
1075

Sub-Capability Name

Defect Check Name

Assessment Criteria
Summary

Required software not
installed

Required software is not
installed.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes the inventory of software
installed on the device(s).
2) The desired state includes the list of required software
for the device(s).
3) A defect occurs when a software item is required and
not installed.

Selected
TBD

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
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Defect Check ID

1076
1077
1078

Potential Response Action
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Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L11

Install missing required software

SWMan

SWAM-L11

Remove requirement

DSM

SWAM-L11

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L11

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L11

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L11

Low

CM-11(b)

1079
1080

Ensure that Software is Managed Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L12

1081
1082

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability Name
Ensure that software is
managed

1083
1084

Sub-Capability Purpose
Ensure clear responsibility for software installation/deinstallation to facilitate the actual installation of only the
authorized software for the device.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID

Defect Check
Name

SWAML12

Unmanaged
software

Assessment Criteria Summary
Authorized software product is
installed on a device, but does not
have an authorized installer.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is the list of software product installation
managers assigned to manage each installed software
product (and/or to remove unauthorized products) on each
device.
2) The desired state specification the list of approved
software product installation managers for:
a) each software product type or product; and
b) each device type or device.
3) A defect is an authorized installed software product where
a) no software product installation manager is specified, or

Selected
TBD
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b) the specified software product installation manager is not
authorized for that software product (or type) on that device
(or type).
Note: The SWAM-F01, SWAM-F02, and SWAM-F03 status
must be known to assess HWAM-F02, in order to avoid
requiring an installer account for unauthorized software.
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

1090
1091
1092

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L12

Block the software

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L12

Remove the software when no SWMan assigned

DM

SWAM-L12

Assign an appropriate SWMan

DSM

SWAM-L12

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L12

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L12

Low

CM-8(4)

SWAM-L12

Low

CM-11(b)

1093
1094
1095
1096

Increase Software Maintainability and Integrity Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L13
The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
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Sub-Capability Name

Sub-Capability Purpose

Increase software maintainability and
integrity
1097
1098

Ensures that only software with warranty and/or source code is authorized so that it can be
maintained.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAML13

1099
1100
1101
1102
1103

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
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Defect Check
Name
Software without
warranty and/or
source code

Assessment Criteria
Summary
Software products have
warranty and/or source code,
as determined necessary.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state includes, for each software product installed
on at least one device in the assessment boundary the
availability of (based on having such items under configuration
management):
a) source code for the product.
b) a general warranty for the product.
c) a commitment to find and fix security defects for the product
and information about the software product necessary to
determine which of the preceding items is required for that
product (e.g., whether software is COTS, GOTS, or custom
software).
2) The desired state includes:
the criteria (needed to determine whether source code and/or
specific warranty terms are required for a software product.
3) A defect occurs when a software-product's nature requires
the organization to have source code and or specific warranty
terms, which the software product does not provide.

Selected
TBD

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L13

Automatically block execution of software

ISCM-Ops

SWAM-L13

Manually remove the software

SWMan

SWAM-L13

Obtain the missing warranty, documentation, etc.

RskEx

SWAM-L13

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L13

Ensure Correct Response

DSM
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Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L13

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L13

Low

CM-11(b)

SWAM-L13

High

SI-7(14)(a)

1107
1108

Prevent or Reduce Malware Sub-Capability and Defect Check SWAM-L14

1109
1110

The purpose of this sub-capability is defined as follows:
Sub-Capability
Name
Prevent or reduce
malware

1111
1112

Sub-Capability Purpose
Ensures that legacy black-listing methods such as anti-virus protection and spam filters are in place to block the most
obvious sources of malware, as judged needed by the organization.

The defect check to assess whether this sub-capability is operating effectively is defined as follows:
Defect
Check ID
SWAML14

Defect
Check Name
Poor AV
protection

Assessment Criteria Summary
Blacklisting products in use have current blacklist
definitions, and are operating with an organizationally
defined frequency.

Assessment Criteria Notes
1) The actual state is the:
a) list of software blacklisting products or
mechanisms operating.
b) the kinds of operations they are doing.
c) the date the blacklist was last updated.
2) The desired state specification the list of
approved software product installation
managers for:
a) list of software blacklisting products or
mechanisms expected to be operating.
b) the kinds of operations they are
expected to be doing.
c) the expected frequency with which they
are to be updated.

Selected
TBD
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Assessment Criteria Summary

Assessment Criteria Notes

Selected

3) A defect is a blacklisting product or
mechanism:
a) expected to be present, but which is not;
or
b) not performing its expected operations;
or
c) not last updated within the expected
frequency.
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117

Example Responses: The following potential responses (with example primary responsibility assignments) are common actions and
are appropriate when defects are discovered in this sub-capability. The example primary responsibility assignments do not change the
overall management responsibilities defined in other NIST guidance. Moreover, the response actions and responsibilities can be
customized by each organization to best adapt to local circumstances.
Defect Check ID

1118
1119
1120

Potential Response Action

Primary Responsibility

SWAM-L14

Install Blacklisting solutions where missing

SWMan

SWAM-L14

Remove the requirement

DSM

SWAM-L14

Accept Risk

RskEx

SWAM-L14

Ensure Correct Response

DSM

Supporting Control Items: This sub-capability is supported by the following control items. Thus, if any of the following supporting
controls fail, the defect check fails and overall risk is likely to increase.
Defect Check ID

Baseline

SP 800-53 Control Item Code

SWAM-L14

Low

CM-4

SWAM-L14

Low

SI-3(a)

SWAM-L14

Low

SI-3(b)

SWAM-L14

Low

SI-3(c)

1121
1122
1123
1124
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1125

3.2.3 Security Impact of Each Sub-Capability on an Attack Step Model

1126
1127

Table 6 shows the primary ways the defect checks derived from the SP 800-53 security controls contribute to blocking attacks/events
as described in Figure 1: SWAM Impact on an Attack Step Model.
Table 6: Mapping of Attack Steps to Security Sub-Capability

1128
Attack Step
1) Gain Internal
Entry

1) Gain Internal
Entry

1) Gain Internal
Entry

3) Gain Foothold

Attack Step Description
The attacker is outside the target
boundaries and seeks entry.
Examples include: spear phishing email
sent; DDoS attack against .gov initiated;
unauthorized person attempts to gain
physical access to restricted facility.
The attacker is outside the target
boundaries and seeks entry.
Examples include: spear phishing email
sent; DDoS attack against .gov initiated;
unauthorized person attempts to gain
physical access to restricted facility.
The attacker is outside the target
boundaries and seeks entry.
Examples include: spear phishing email
sent; DDoS attack against .gov initiated;
unauthorized person attempts to gain
physical access to restricted facility.
The attacker has gained entry to the
assessment object and achieves enough
compromise to gain a foothold, but without
persistence.
Examples include: Unauthorized user
successfully logs in with authorized
credentials; browser exploit code
successfully executed in memory and
initiates call back; person gains
unauthorized access to server room.

Sub-Capability
Sub-Capability Purpose
Name and ID
Ensure that software Ensure clear responsibility for software
is managed SWAM- installation/deinstallation to facilitate the actual installation
L12
of only the authorized software for the device.

Prevent or reduce
exploitation of
software on devices
moving into or out of
protective boundaries
SWAM-L04
Prevent or reduce
software defects
SWAM-L06

Prevent exploitation of software on devices after removal,
during use elsewhere, and after return (or other mobile
use) by a) appropriately hardening the device prior to
removal; b) checking for organizational software before
removal; and c) sanitizing the device before introduction
or reintroduction into the protective boundary.
Prevent or reduce the installation of software which has
not been tested and validated prior to approval.

Ensure or increase
integrity of software
authorizers SWAML01

Prevent or reduce the insertion of malware into the list of
approved software by unauthorized persons.
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Sub-Capability
Name and ID
The attacker has gained entry to the
Increase software
assessment object and achieves enough maintainability and
compromise to gain a foothold, but without integrity SWAM-L13
persistence.
Examples include: Unauthorized user
successfully logs in with authorized
credentials; browser exploit code
successfully executed in memory and
initiates call back; person gains
unauthorized access to server room.
The attacker has gained entry to the
Prevent or reduce
assessment object and achieves enough (careless or
compromise to gain a foothold, but without malicious) software
persistence.
approval SWAM-L02
Examples include: Unauthorized user
successfully logs in with authorized
credentials; browser exploit code
successfully executed in memory and
initiates call back; person gains
unauthorized access to server room.
The attacker has gained entry to the
Prevent or reduce
assessment object and achieves enough execution of software
compromise to gain a foothold, but without from unauthorized
persistence.
installers SWAM-F02
Examples include: Unauthorized user
successfully logs in with authorized
credentials; browser exploit code
successfully executed in memory and
initiates call back; person gains
unauthorized access to server room.
The attacker has gained entry to the
Prevent or reduce
assessment object and achieves enough software defects
compromise to gain a foothold, but without SWAM-L06
persistence.
Examples include: Unauthorized user
successfully logs in with authorized
credentials; browser exploit code
successfully executed in memory and
Attack Step Description

Sub-Capability Purpose
Ensures that only software with warranty and/or source
code is authorized so that it can be maintained.

Ensure checks and balances are in place to prevent a
single individual from carelessly or maliciously changing
authorization of software installation.
Note 1: The organization might choose to use access
restrictions to enforce multiple approvals. If so, that would
be assessed under the PRIV capability.
Note 2: See SWAM-L09 for authorization boundary.

Prevent or reduce the execution of software (presumed
malware) not installed by an authorized installer.

Prevent or reduce the installation of software which has
not been tested and validated prior to approval.
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Attack Step Description

initiates call back; person gains
unauthorized access to server room.
3) Gain Foothold
The attacker has gained entry to the
assessment object and achieves enough
compromise to gain a foothold, but without
persistence.
Examples include: Unauthorized user
successfully logs in with authorized
credentials; browser exploit code
successfully executed in memory and
initiates call back; person gains
unauthorized access to server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized

Sub-Capability
Name and ID

Sub-Capability Purpose

Prevent unauthorized Prevent or reduce the execution of unauthorized software
software from
(presumed malware).
executing SWAMF01

Ensure devicesoftware-item level
accountability
SWAM-L09

Ensure each unique combination of a device and software
item (device-software-item) has accountability. Reduce
duplication of effort by verifying that each unique
combination of device and software-item is in one and
only one authorization boundary.
Note: For this defect check, the relevant software item is
more likely a software product than an executable.

Ensure or increase
integrity of software
authorizers SWAML01

Prevent or reduce the insertion of malware into the list of
approved software by unauthorized persons.

Ensure or increase
trust of system
software at startup
SWAM-F04

Prevent or reduce the insertion of malware into key
system components before or during system startup.
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Attack Step Description

personnel added to ACL for server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the

Sub-Capability
Name and ID

Sub-Capability Purpose

Ensure that software Ensure that actual usage of software products complies
complies with license with license agreements.
agreements SWAML10

Ensure that software Ensure clear responsibility for software
is managed SWAM- installation/deinstallation to facilitate the actual installation
L12
of only the authorized software for the device.

Increase software
maintainability and
integrity SWAM-L13

Ensures that only software with warranty and/or source
code is authorized so that it can be maintained.

Prevent or reduce
Ensure checks and balances are in place to prevent a
(careless or
single individual from carelessly or maliciously changing
malicious) software authorization of software installation.
approval SWAM-L02
Note 1: The organization might choose to use access
restrictions to enforce multiple approvals. If so, that would
be assessed under the PRIV capability.
Note 2: See SWAM-L09 for authorization boundary.
Prevent or reduce

Prevent or reduce the execution of software (presumed
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Attack Step Description
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
The attack has gained a foothold on the
object and now achieves persistence.
Examples include: Malware installed on

Sub-Capability
Sub-Capability Purpose
Name and ID
execution of software malware) not installed by an authorized installer.
from unauthorized
installers SWAM-F02

Prevent or reduce
Ensures that legacy black-listing methods such as antimalware SWAM-L14 virus protection and spam filters are in place to block the
most obvious sources of malware, as judged needed by
the organization.

Prevent or reduce
software execution
from unauthorized
location SWAM-F03

Prevent or reduce the execution of software (presumed
malware) not loaded from a controlled and authorized
location.

Prevent or reduce
unused (and thus
unneeded) software
SWAM-L08

Prevent or reduce the presence of unused (and thus
unneeded) software as determined by actual usage on a
given device.

Promptly determine Ensure that needed changes are addressed in a timely
and address needed manner by flagging requested changes not considered
installation and
(approved and implemented; or disapproved) in a timely
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Sub-Capability
Sub-Capability Purpose
Name and ID
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS deinstallation of
manner as risks.
or kernel modified; new/privileged account software SWAM-L03
created for unauthorized user;
unauthorized person issued
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
personnel added to ACL for server room.
4) Gain Persistence The attack has gained a foothold on the
Verify ongoing
Require periodic and/or event driven consideration of
object and now achieves persistence.
business need for
whether a software item is still needed for system
Examples include: Malware installed on
software SWAM-L07 functionality to fulfill mission requirements in support of
host that survives reboot or log off; BIOS
least functionality).
or kernel modified; new/privileged account
created for unauthorized user;
Note: Good practice might be to require DMs to review
unauthorized person issued
devices for unauthorized, unneeded or unmanaged
credentials/allowed access; unauthorized
software, and System Owners to review what software is
personnel added to ACL for server room.
needed in the authorization boundaries, compared to
what is present.
6) Achieve Attack
The attacker achieves an objective. Loss Avoid self-denial of
Ensure that required software is present.
Objective
of confidentiality, integrity, or availability of service SWAM-L11
data or system capability.
Examples include: Exfiltration of files;
modification of database entries; deletion
of file or application; denial of service;
disclosure of PII.
6) Achieve Attack
The attacker achieves an objective. Loss Enable rollback and Require the maintenance of enough prior versions of
Objective
of confidentiality, integrity, or availability of recovery SWAM-L05 software to ensure the ability to rollback and recover in
data or system capability.
the event that issues are found with the newer software.
Examples include: Exfiltration of files;
modification of database entries; deletion
of file or application; denial of service;
disclosure of PII.
6) Achieve Attack
The attacker achieves an objective. Loss Ensure that software Ensure that actual usage of software products complies
Objective
of confidentiality, integrity, or availability of complies with license with license agreements.
data or system capability.
agreements SWAMExamples include: Exfiltration of files;
L10
modification of database entries; deletion
of file or application; denial of service;
disclosure of PII.
Attack Step

Attack Step Description
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1129
1130

1131
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1133

3.3 SWAM Control (Item) Security Assessment Plan Narrative Tables
and Templates

1134
1135
1136
1137
1138

The security assessment plan narratives in this section are designed to provide the core of an
assessment plan for the automated assessment, as described in Section 6 of Volume 1 of this
NISTIR. The narratives are supplemented by the other material in this section, including defect
check tables (defining the tests to be used) and are summarized in the Control Allocation Tables
in Section 3.4.

1139
1140
1141
1142

The roles referenced in the narratives match the roles defined by NIST in relevant special
publications (SP 800-37, etc.) and/or the SWAM-specific roles defined in Section 2.7. The roles
can be adapted and/or customized to the organization as described in the introduction to
Section 3.

1143
1144

The determination statements listed here have been derived from the relevant control item
language, specifically modified by the following adjustments:

1132

1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151

(1)

The phrase {software} has been added where necessary for control items that apply to
more areas than just SWAM. This language tailors the control item to remain within
SWAM. In this case, the same control item is likely to appear in other capabilities with
the relevant scoping for that capability. For example, most Configuration Management
(CM) family controls apply not only to hardware CM, but also to software CM. Only
the software CM aspect is relevant to the SWAM capability, so that is what is covered
in this volume.

1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157

(2)

The phrases {actual state} or {desired state specification} have been added to
determination statements where both actual and desired state are needed for automated
testing but where this was implicit in the original statement of the control. For
example, CM-8a has two determination statements that are identical except that
determination statement CM-8a(1) applies to the actual state, and determination
statement CM-8a(2) applies to the desired state specification.

1158
1159
1160

(3)

Where a control item includes inherently different actions that are best assessed by
different defect checks (typically, because the assessment criteria are different), the
control item may be divided into multiple SWAM-applicable determination statements.

1161
1162
1163
1164
1165

(4)

Part of a control item may not apply to SWAM, while another part does. To address
this issue, the determination statements in this volume include only the portion of the
control item applicable to the SWAM capability. The portion of the control item that
does not apply is documented by a note under the control item and included with other
capabilities, as appropriate.
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1166

3.3.1 Outline Followed for Each Control Item

1167

The literal text of the control item follows the heading Control Item Text.

1168
1169

There may be one or more determination statements for each control item. Each determination
statement is documented in a table, noting the:
•

determination statement ID (Control Item ID concatenated with the Determination
Statement Number, where Determination Number is enclosed in curly brackets);

1172

•

determination statement text;

1173

•

implemented by (responsibility);

1174

•

assessment boundary;

1175

•

assessment responsibility;

1176

•

assessment method;

1177

•

selected column (TBD by the organization);

1178

•

rationale for risk acceptance (thresholds) (TBD by the organization);

1179

•

frequency of assessment; 14 and

1180

•

impact of not implementing the defect check (TBD by the organization).

1170
1171

1181
1182

The determination statement details are followed by a table showing the defect checks (and
related sub-capability) that might be caused to fail if the control being tested fails.

1183

The resulting text provides a template for the organization to edit, as described in Section 3.1.

1184

3.3.2 Outline Organized by Baselines

1185
1186
1187

This section includes security control items selected in the SP 800-53 Low, Moderate, and High
baselines and that support the SWAM capability. For convenience, the control items are
presented in three sections as follows:

1188
1189

(1)

Low Baseline Control Items (Section 3.3.3). Security control items in the low
baseline, which are required for all systems.

1190
1191

(2)

Moderate Baseline Control Items (Section 3.3.4). Security control items in the
moderate baseline, which are also required for the high baseline.

1192
1193

(3)

High Baseline Control Items (Section 3.3.5). Security control items that are required
only for the high baseline.

1194

Table 7 illustrates the applicability of the security control items to each baseline.

14

While automated tools may be able to assess as frequently as every 3-4 days, organizations determine the appropriate
assessment frequency in accordance with the ISCM strategy.
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a
b

FIPS-199a
(SP 800-60)b System
Impact Level

(1) Low Control Items
(Section 3.3.3)

Low

Applicable

Moderate

Applicable

Applicable

High

Applicable

Applicable

(2) Moderate Control
Items (Section 3.3.4)

FIPS-199 defines Low, Moderate, and High overall potential impact designations.
See SP 800-60, Section 3.2.
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3.3.3 Low Baseline Security Control Item Narratives
Control Item CM-4: SECURITY IMPACT ANALYSIS
Control Item Text
Control: The organization analyzes changes to the information system to determine potential security impacts prior to
change implementation.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

CM-4{1}

Determine if the organization: analyzes changes to the information system {software} to determine potential security
impacts prior to change implementation.

1205
1206

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-4{1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1207
1208
1209

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in analyzing changes to the information system
{software} to determine potential security impacts prior to change
implementation related to this control item might be the cause of ...

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

CM-4{1}

SWAML01

Unapproved
authorizer

lack of verification that software was authorized by approved accounts (persons).

CM-4{1}

SWAML02

Required
authorizations

careless or malicious authorization of software.
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Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in analyzing changes to the information system
{software} to determine potential security impacts prior to change
implementation related to this control item might be the cause of ...

missing
CM-4{1}

SWAML06

testing and validation
of software
inadequate

lack of adequate testing and validation.

CM-4{1}

SWAML07

Business need of
software not recently
verified

the presence of software without a recently verified need.

CM-4{1}

SWAML08

Unused software
present

the presence of unneeded software and an increase in the attack surface.

CM-4{1}

SWAML10

Unlicensed software

use of software not in compliance with license agreements.

CM-4{1}

SWAML11

Required software
not installed

absence of required software.

CM-4{1}

SWAML13

Software without
warranty and/or
source code

the presence of software without warranty and/or source code.

CM-4{1}

SWAML14

Poor AV protection

absence of methods to block obvious sources of malware.

1210
1211
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Control Item CM-7(a): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
a. Configures the information system to provide only essential capabilities.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement ID
CM-7(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: configures the system {installed software} to provide only essential capabilities.

1218
1219

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-7(a){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1220
1221
1222

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check
Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in configuring the system {installed software} to
provide only essential capabilities related to this control item might be the cause
of ...

CM-7(a){1}

SWAML07

Business need of
software not
recently verified

the presence of software without a recently verified need.

CM-7(a){1}

SWAML08

Unused software
present

the presence of unneeded software and an increase in the attack surface.

1223
1224
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Control Item CM-7(b): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
b. Prohibits or restricts the use of the following functions, ports, protocols, and/or services: [Assignment: organizationdefined prohibited or restricted functions, ports, protocols, and/or services].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

CM-7(b){1}

Determine if the organization: prohibits or restricts the use of the following {installed software} functions and/or
services: [Assignment: organization-defined prohibited or restricted functions and/or services].

1232
1233

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-7(b){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1234
1235
1236

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in prohibiting or restricting the
use of specified {installed software} functions and/or services related to this
control item might be the cause of ...

CM-7(b){1}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

CM-7(b){1}

SWAMF03

Unauthorized software
directory/folder location

the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder location.

1237
1238
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1241
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1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
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Control Item CM-8(a): INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
a. Develops and documents an inventory of information system components that:
1. Accurately reflects the current information system;
2. Includes all components within the authorization boundary of the information system;
3. Is at the level of granularity deemed necessary for tracking and reporting; and
4. Includes [Assignment: organization-defined information deemed necessary to achieve effective information system
component accountability].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-8(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: develops and documents an inventory of system components {for software} that: (1)
accurately reflects the current system; and (2) includes all components within the authorization boundary of the
system.

1250
1251

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-8(a){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

1252
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Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

1255
1256

LOW BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in developing and documenting an inventory of
system components which is accurate, complete, detailed, and has specified
information related to this control item might be the cause of ...

CM-8(a){1}

SWAMQ01

Non-reporting of
device-level SWAM
information

a device failing to report within the specified time frame.

CM-8(a){1}

SWAMQ02

Non-reporting of
defect checks

specific defect checks failing to report.

CM-8(a){1}

SWAMQ03

Low completenessmetric

completeness of overall ISCM reporting not meeting the threshold.

Determination Statement 2:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-8(a){2}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: develops and documents an inventory of system components {for software} that is at
the level of granularity deemed necessary for tracking and reporting [by the organization].

1257
1258

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-8(a){2}

ISCM-Sys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

1259

74

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing
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Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in developing and documenting the inventory of
system components {software} at the level of granularity deemed necessary by
the organization for tracking and reporting related to this control item might be
the cause of ...

CM-8(a){2}

SWAMQ01

Non-reporting of
device-level SWAM
information

a device failing to report within the specified time frame.

CM-8(a){2}

SWAMQ02

Non-reporting of
defect checks

specific defect checks failing to report.

CM-8(a){2}

SWAMQ03

Low completenessmetric

completeness of overall ISCM reporting not meeting the threshold.

1262
1263
1264
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Control Item CM-8(b): INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
b. Reviews and updates the information system component inventory [Assignment: organization-defined frequency].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-8(b){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: updates the system component inventory {for software} [Assignment: organizationdefined frequency].

1271
1272

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-8(b){1}

ISCM-Sys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1273
1274
1275

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-8(b){1}

Defect
Check ID

Defect
Check Name

SWAMQ04

Poor
timeliness
metric

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in updating the system {installed software} component
inventory with the organization-defined frequency related to this control item might be
the cause of ...
poor timeliness of overall ISCM reporting.

1276
1277
1278
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Determination Statement 2:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-8(b){2}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: reviews the system component inventory {for software} [Assignment: organizationdefined frequency].

1280
1281

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-8(b){2}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1282
1283
1284

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-8(b){2}

Defect
Check ID

Defect
Check Name

SWAMQ04

Poor
timeliness
metric

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in reviewing the system component {software} inventory with
the organization-defined frequency related to this control item might be the cause of ...
poor timeliness of overall ISCM reporting.

1285
1286
1287
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1288
1289

Control Item CM-8(4): INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY | ACCOUNTABILITY
INFORMATION

1290

Control Item Text
The organization includes in the information system component inventory information, a means for identifying by
[Selection (one or more): name; position; role], individuals responsible/accountable for administering those
components.

1291
1292
1293
1294
1295

Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

CM-8(4){1}

Determine if the organization: includes in the {installed software} system component inventory information, a means for
identifying by [Selection (one or more): name; position; role], individuals responsible/accountable for administering
those components.

1296
1297

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-8(4){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1298
1299
1300

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-8(4){1}

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check
Name

SWAML12

Unmanaged
software

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in including in the {installed software} system component
inventory information a means for identifying individuals responsible or accountable
for administering those components related to this control item might be the cause of ...
the presence of unmanaged software.

1301
1302
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Control Item CM-10(a): SOFTWARE USAGE RESTRICTIONS
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
a. Uses software and associated documentation in accordance with contract agreements and copyright laws.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-10(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: uses software and associated documentation in accordance with contract
agreements and copyright laws.

1309
1310

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-10(a){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1311
1312
1313

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-10(a){1}

Defect
Check ID

Defect
Check Name

SWAML10

Unlicensed
software

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in using software and associated documentation in
accordance with contract agreements and copyright laws related to this control item
might be the cause of ...
use of software not in compliance with license agreements.

1314
1315
1316
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Control Item CM-10(b): SOFTWARE USAGE RESTRICTIONS
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
b. Tracks the use of software and associated documentation protected by quantity licenses to control copying and
distribution.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-10(b){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: tracks the use of software protected by quantity licenses to control copying and
distribution.

1324
1325

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-10(b){1}

ISCM-Sys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1326
1327
1328

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-10(b){1}

Defect
Check ID

Defect
Check Name

SWAML10

Unlicensed
software

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in tracking the use of software protected by quantity licenses
to control copying and distribution related to this control item might be the cause of ...
use of software not in compliance with license agreements.

1329
1330
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Determination Statement 2:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-10(b){2}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: tracks the use of software associated documentation protected by quantity licenses
to control copying and distribution.

1332
1333

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-10(b){2}

DSM

ISCM-TN

MAN

TBD

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

1334
1335
1336
1337

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
N/A because tested manually.

1338
1339
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1345
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Control Item CM-10(c): SOFTWARE USAGE RESTRICTIONS
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
c. Controls and documents the use of peer-to-peer file sharing technology to ensure that this capability is not used for the
unauthorized distribution, display, performance, or reproduction of copyrighted work.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-10(c){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: controls and documents the use of peer-to-peer file sharing technology to ensure that
this capability is not used for the unauthorized distribution, display, performance, or reproduction of copyrighted work.

1347
1348

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-10(c){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1349
1350
1351

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-10(c){1}

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check
Name

SWAML10

Unlicensed
software

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in controlling and documenting the use of peer-topeer file sharing technology related to this control item might be the cause of ...
use of software not in compliance with license agreements.

1352
1353
1354
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Control Item CM-11(a): USER-INSTALLED SOFTWARE
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
a. Establishes [Assignment: organization-defined policies] governing the installation of software by users.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-11(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: establishes [Assignment: organization-defined policies] governing the installation of
software by users.

1361
1362

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-11(a){1}

RskEx

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1363
1364
1365

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-11(a){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAMF02

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software installer

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in establishing policies governing the installation
of software by users related to this control item might be the cause of ...
the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.

1366
1367
1368
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1370
1371
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Control Item CM-11(b): USER-INSTALLED SOFTWARE
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
b. Enforces software installation policies through [Assignment: organization-defined methods].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-11(b){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: enforces software installation policies through [Assignment: organization-defined
methods].

1375
1376

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-11(b){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1377
1378
1379

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in enforcing software
installation policies through specified methods related to this control
item might be the cause of ..

CM-11(b){1}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAMF02

Unauthorized software
installer

the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAMF03

Unauthorized software
directory/folder location

the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder
location.
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Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in enforcing software
installation policies through specified methods related to this control
item might be the cause of ..

CM-11(b){1}

SWAMF04

Untrusted core software

lack of core software integrity at start-up.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAML04

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not in
policy compliance

devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAML05

Number of prior versions of
installed software inadequate

lack of prior versions of installed software to enable rollback and recovery.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAML09

Device-software-item
assignment to authorization
boundary is not 1:1

unclear management responsibility that could lead to unmanaged
components.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAML10

Unlicensed software

use of software not in compliance with license agreements.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAML11

Required software not
installed

absence of required software.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAML12

Unmanaged software

the presence of unmanaged software.

CM-11(b){1}

SWAML13

Software without warranty
and/or source code

the presence of software without warranty and/or source code.

1380
1381
1382
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Control Item CM-11(c): USER-INSTALLED SOFTWARE
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
c. Monitors policy compliance at [Assignment: organization-defined frequency].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-11(c){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: monitors policy compliance for {installed software} at [Assignment: organizationdefined frequency].

1389
1390

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-11(c){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1391
1392
1393

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-11(c){1}

Defect
Check ID

Defect
Check Name

SWAMQ04

Poor
timeliness
metric

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in monitoring policy compliance for {installed
software} at the specified frequency related to this control item might be the cause of
...
poor timeliness of overall ISCM reporting.

1394
1395
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1400
1401
1402
1403
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Control Item MP-6(a): MEDIA SANITIZATION
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
a. Sanitizes [Assignment: organization-defined information system media] prior to disposal, release out of organizational
control, or release for reuse using [Assignment: organization-defined sanitization techniques and procedures] in
accordance with applicable federal and organizational standards and policies.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
MP-6(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: sanitizes {to remove software} [Assignment: organization-defined information system
media] prior to disposal, release out of organizational control, or release for reuse using [Assignment: organizationdefined sanitization techniques and procedures] in accordance with applicable federal and organizational standards and
policies.

1404
1405

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

MP-6(a){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1406
1407
1408

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
MP-6(a){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML04

Defect Check Name

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not
in policy compliance

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in sanitizing {to remove
software} media before moving to high risk areas, as required, using
approved methods related to this control item might be the cause of ...
devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1409
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1410
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417

Control Item MP-6(b): MEDIA SANITIZATION
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
b. Employs sanitization mechanisms with the strength and integrity commensurate with the security category or
classification of the information.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

MP-6(b){1}

Determine if the organization: employs sanitization mechanisms {to remove software} with the strength and integrity
commensurate with the security category or classification of the information.

1418
1419

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

MP-6(b){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1420
1421
1422

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

MP-6(b){1}

Defect
Check ID

SWAML04

Defect Check Name

Devices moving in/out
of protective
boundaries not in
policy compliance

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in employing sanitization mechanisms {to
remove software} with the strength and integrity commensurate with the
security category or classification of the information related to this control
item might be the cause of ...
devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for movement
into or out of protective boundaries.
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1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429
1430

Control Item PS-4(d): PERSONNEL TERMINATION
Control Item Text
Control: The organization, upon termination of individual employment:
d. Retrieves all security-related organizational information system-related property.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
PS-4(d){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: retrieves all security-related organizational system-related {software and software
media} property.

1431
1432

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

PS-4(d){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1433
1434
1435

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
PS-4(d){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML04

Defect Check Name

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not
in policy compliance

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in retrieving all security-related
organizational system-related {software and software media} property
related to this control item might be the cause of ...
devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1436
1437
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1442
1443
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Control Item SI-3(a): MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
a. Employs malicious code protection mechanisms at information system entry and exit points to detect and eradicate
malicious code.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

SI-3(a){1}

Determine if the organization: employs malicious code protection mechanisms at system entry and exit points to
detect and eradicate malicious code.

1445
1446

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(a){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1447
1448
1449

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(a){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML14

Defect
Check
Name
Poor AV
protection

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in employing malicious code protection mechanisms at system
entry and exit points to detect and eradicate malicious code related to this control item
might be the cause of ...
absence of methods to block obvious sources of malware.

1450
1451
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Control Item SI-3(b): MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
b. Updates malicious code protection mechanisms whenever new releases are available in accordance with organizational
configuration management policy and procedures.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(b){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: updates malicious code protection mechanisms whenever new releases are available in
accordance with organizational configuration management policy and procedures.

1459
1460

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(b){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1461
1462
1463

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check
ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in updating malicious code
protection mechanisms whenever new releases are available in accordance
with organizational configuration management policy and procedures
related to this control item might be the cause of ...

SI-3(b){1}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

SI-3(b){1}

SWAMF02

Unauthorized software
installer

the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.

SI-3(b){1}

SWAM-

Unauthorized software

the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder location.
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Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in updating malicious code
protection mechanisms whenever new releases are available in accordance
with organizational configuration management policy and procedures
related to this control item might be the cause of ...

F03

directory/folder location

SI-3(b){1}

SWAMF04

Untrusted core software

lack of core software integrity at start-up.

SI-3(b){1}

SWAML04

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not
in policy compliance

devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

SI-3(b){1}

SWAML14

Poor AV protection

absence of methods to block obvious sources of malware.

1464
1465
1466
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1467
1468
1469
1470
1471
1472
1473
1474
1475
1476
1477
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Control Item SI-3(c): MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
c. Configures malicious code protection mechanisms to:
1. Perform periodic scans of the information system [Assignment: organization-defined frequency] and real-time scans
of files from external sources at [Selection (one or more); endpoint; network entry/exit points] as the files are
downloaded, opened, or executed in accordance with organizational security policy; and
2. [Selection (one or more): block malicious code; quarantine malicious code; send alert to administrator; [Assignment:
organization-defined action]] in response to malicious code detection.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(c){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: configures malicious code protection mechanisms to perform periodic scans of [software
and files that might include hidden software] at an [Assignment: organization-defined frequency] on [devices].

1478
1479

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(c){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1480
1481
1482

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(c){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML14

Defect
Check
Name
Poor AV
protection

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in configuring malicious code protection mechanisms to
perform periodic scans of {software and files} on mass storage, as specified related to
this control item might be the cause of ...
absence of methods to block obvious sources of malware.
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Determination Statement 2:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(c){2}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: configures malicious code protection mechanisms to perform scans of software and files
that might include hidden software at network entry/exit points as the files are downloaded.

1485
1486

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(c){2}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1487
1488
1489

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(c){2}

1490
1491

Defect
Check ID
SWAML14

Defect
Check
Name
Poor AV
protection

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in configuring malicious code protection mechanisms to
perform periodic scans of {software and files} at entry and exit points related to this
control item might be the cause of ...
absence of methods to block obvious sources of malware.

Determination Statement 3:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(c){3}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: configures malicious code protection mechanisms to perform scans of [software and
files that might include hidden software] when opened or executed.

1492
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Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(c){3}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1494
1495
1496

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

1497
1498

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check
Name

Rationale If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in configuring malicious code
protection mechanisms to perform periodic scans of {software and files} when
opened or executed related to this control item might be the cause of ...

SI-3(c){3}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized
software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

SI-3(c){3}

SWAML14

Poor AV
protection

absence of methods to block obvious sources of malware.

Determination Statement 4:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(c){4}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: configures malicious code protection mechanisms to take one or more of the following
action(s) when malicious software is detected: [Selection (one or more): block malicious code; quarantine malicious
code; send alert to administrator].

1499
1500

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(c){4}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

1501
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Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check
Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in configuring malicious code protection
mechanisms to take specific protective actions when malicious software is
detected related to this control item might be the cause of ...

SI-3(c){4}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized
software executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

SI-3(c){4}

SWAML14

Poor AV
protection

absence of methods to block obvious sources of malware.

1504
1505
1506
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Control Item SI-3(d): MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
d. Addresses the receipt of false positives during malicious code detection and eradication and the resulting potential
impact on the availability of the information system.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(d){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: addresses the receipt of false positives during malicious code detection and
eradication and the resulting potential impact on the availability of the system.

1514
1515

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(d){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1516
1517
1518

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

SI-3(d){1}

Defect
Check
ID
SWAML03

Defect Check Name

Expired actions on software
authorization/deauthorization
requests

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in addressing the
receipt of false positives during malicious code detection and
eradication and the resulting potential impact on the availability of
the system related to this control item might be the cause of ...
requested changes not being addressed in a timely manner.

1519
1520
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3.3.4 Moderate Baseline Security Control Item Narratives
Control Item CM-2(3): BASELINE CONFIGURATION | RETENTION OF PREVIOUS CONFIGURATIONS
Control Item Text
The organization retains [Assignment: organization-defined previous versions of baseline configurations of the
information system] to support rollback.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

CM-2(3){1}

Determine if the organization: retains [Assignment: organization-defined previous versions of baseline
configurations of the information system] to support rollback.

1529
1530

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-2(3){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1531
1532
1533

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-2(3){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML05

Defect Check Name

Number of prior versions of
installed software inadequate

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in maintaining an adequate
number of prior software baseline versions to support rollback related
to this control item might be the cause of ...
lack of prior versions of installed software to enable rollback and recovery.

1534
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1535
1536

Control Item CM-2(7)(a): BASELINE CONFIGURATION | CONFIGURE SYSTEMS, COMPONENTS, OR
DEVICES FOR HIGH-RISK AREAS

1537

Control Item Text
The organization:
(a) Issues [Assignment: organization-defined information systems, system components, or devices] with [Assignment:
organization-defined configurations] to individuals traveling to locations that the organization deems to be of significant
risk.

1538
1539
1540
1541
1542
1543

Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-2(7)(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: issues [Assignment: organization-defined information systems, system components, or
devices] with [Assignment: organization-defined configurations] to individuals traveling to locations that the organization
deems to be of significant risk.

1544
1545

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-2(7)(a){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

TEST

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1546
1547
1548

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

CM-2(7)(a){1}

Defect
Check ID

SWAML04

Defect Check Name

Devices moving in/out
of protective
boundaries not in

Rationale
above [the organization-defined threshold], then defects in issuing [Assignment:
organization-defined information systems, system components, or devices]
with [Assignment: organization-defined configurations] to individuals
traveling to locations that the organization deems to be of significant risk
related to this control item might be the cause of ...
devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for movement
into or out of protective boundaries.
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Rationale
above [the organization-defined threshold], then defects in issuing [Assignment:
organization-defined information systems, system components, or devices]
with [Assignment: organization-defined configurations] to individuals
traveling to locations that the organization deems to be of significant risk
related to this control item might be the cause of ...

policy compliance
1549
1550
1551
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1552
1553

Control Item CM-2(7)(b): BASELINE CONFIGURATION | CONFIGURE SYSTEMS, COMPONENTS, OR
DEVICES FOR HIGH-RISK AREAS

1554

Control Item Text
The organization:
(b) Applies [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to the devices when the individuals return.

1555
1556
1557
1558

Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-2(7)(b){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: applies [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to the devices when
the individuals return.

1559
1560

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-2(7)(b){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

TEST

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1561
1562
1563

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-2(7)(b){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML04

Defect Check Name

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not
in policy compliance

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in applying [Assignment:
organization-defined security safeguards] to the devices when the
individuals return related to this control item might be the cause of ...
devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1564
1565
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Control Item CM-3(b): CONFIGURATION CHANGE CONTROL
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
b. Reviews proposed configuration-controlled changes to the information system and approves or disapproves such
changes with explicit consideration for security impact analyses.
Determination Statement 2:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-3(b){2}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: explicitly considers security impact analysis when reviewing proposed configurationcontrolled changes to the {software of the} system.

1573
1574

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-3(b){2}

DSM

ISCM-TN

MAN

TBD

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

1575
1576
1577
1578

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
N/A because tested manually.

1579
1580
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1586
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Control Item CM-7(1)(a): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | PERIODIC REVIEW
Control Item Text
The organization:
(a) Reviews the information system [Assignment: organization-defined frequency] to identify unnecessary and/or
nonsecure functions, ports, protocols, and services.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(1)(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: reviews the system {installed software} [Assignment: organization-defined frequency]
to identify unnecessary and/or nonsecure functions and services.

1588
1589

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-7(1)(a){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1590
1591
1592

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check
Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in reviewing the system {installed software} often
enough to identify unnecessary and/or nonsecure functions and services related
to this control item might be the cause of ...

CM-7(1)(a){1}

SWAML07

Business need of
software not
recently verified

the presence of software without a recently verified need.

CM-7(1)(a){1}

SWAML08

Unused software
present

the presence of unneeded software and an increase in the attack surface.

1593
1594
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1600
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Control Item CM-7(1)(b): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | PERIODIC REVIEW
Control Item Text
The organization:
(b) Disables [Assignment: organization-defined functions, ports, protocols, and services within the information system
deemed to be unnecessary and/or nonsecure].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

CM-7(1)(b){1}

Determine if the organization: disables [Assignment: organization-defined {installed software} functions and services
within the system deemed to be unnecessary and/or nonsecure].

1602
1603

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-7(1)(b){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1604
1605
1606

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in disabling specified
functions and services within the system deemed to be unnecessary
and/or nonsecure related to this control item might be the cause of ...

CM-7(1)(b){1}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

CM-7(1)(b){1}

SWAMF02

Unauthorized software
installer

the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.

CM-7(1)(b){1}

SWAMF03

Unauthorized software
directory/folder location

the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder
location.
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Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in disabling specified
functions and services within the system deemed to be unnecessary
and/or nonsecure related to this control item might be the cause of ...

CM-7(1)(b){1}

SWAMF04

Untrusted core software

lack of core software integrity at start-up.

CM-7(1)(b){1}

SWAML04

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not in
policy compliance

devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1607
1608
1609
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1615
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Control Item CM-7(2): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | PREVENT PROGRAM EXECUTION
Control Item Text
The information system prevents program execution in accordance with [Selection (one or more): [Assignment:
organization-defined policies regarding software program usage and restrictions]; rules authorizing the terms and
conditions of software program usage].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(2){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: prevents {installed software} program execution in accordance with [Selection (one or
more): [Assignment: organization-defined policies regarding software program usage and restrictions]; rules authorizing
the terms and conditions of software program usage].

1617
1618

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-7(2){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1619
1620
1621

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in preventing {installed
software} program execution as specified related to this control
item might be the cause of ...

CM-7(2){1}

SWAM-F01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

CM-7(2){1}

SWAM-F02

Unauthorized software installer

the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.

CM-7(2){1}

SWAM-F03

Unauthorized software
directory/folder location

the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder
location.
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1622

Control Item CM-7(4)(a): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | UNAUTHORIZED SOFTWARE / BLACKLISTING

1623

Control Item Text
The organization:
(a) Identifies [Assignment: organization-defined software programs not authorized to execute on the information system].

1624
1625
1626
1627

Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
ID
CM-7(4)(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: identifies [Assignment: organization-defined software programs not authorized to
execute on the system].

1628
1629

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-7(4)(a){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1630
1631
1632

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in identifying specified
software programs not authorized to execute related to this control
item might be the cause of ...

CM-7(4)(a){1}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

CM-7(4)(a){1}

SWAMF02

Unauthorized software
installer

the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.

CM-7(4)(a){1}

SWAMF03

Unauthorized software
directory/folder location

the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder
location.
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Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in identifying specified
software programs not authorized to execute related to this control
item might be the cause of ...

CM-7(4)(a){1}

SWAMF04

Untrusted core software

lack of core software integrity at start-up.

CM-7(4)(a){1}

SWAML04

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not in
policy compliance

devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1633
1634
1635
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Control Item CM-7(4)(b): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | UNAUTHORIZED SOFTWARE / BLACKLISTING
Control Item Text
The organization:
(b) Employs an allow-all, deny-by-exception policy to prohibit the execution of unauthorized software programs on the
information system.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

CM-7(4)(b){1}

Determine if the organization: employs an allow-all, deny-by-exception policy to prohibit the execution of
unauthorized software programs on the system.

1643
1644

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-7(4)(b){1}

RskEx

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1645
1646
1647

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in employing an allow-all,
deny-by-exception policy to prohibit the execution of unauthorized
software programs (blacklisting) related to this control item might be the
cause of ...

CM-7(4)(b){1}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

CM-7(4)(b){1}

SWAMF02

Unauthorized software
installer

the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.

CM-7(4)(b){1}

SWAM-

Unauthorized software

the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder location.
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Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in employing an allow-all,
deny-by-exception policy to prohibit the execution of unauthorized
software programs (blacklisting) related to this control item might be the
cause of ...

F03

directory/folder location

CM-7(4)(b){1}

SWAMF04

Untrusted core software

lack of core software integrity at start-up.

CM-7(4)(b){1}

SWAML04

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not
in policy compliance

devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1648
1649
1650
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1651

Control Item CM-7(4)(c): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | UNAUTHORIZED SOFTWARE / BLACKLISTING

1652

Control Item Text
The organization:
(c) Reviews and updates the list of unauthorized software programs [Assignment: organization-defined frequency].

1653
1654
1655
1656

Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

CM-7(4)(c){1}

Determine if the organization: reviews and updates the list of unauthorized software programs [Assignment:
organization-defined frequency].

1657
1658

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-7(4)(c){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1659
1660
1661

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(4)(c){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML07

Defect Check
Name
Business need of
software not
recently verified

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in reviewing and updating the list of
unauthorized software programs frequently enough related to this control item
might be the cause of ...
the presence of software without a recently verified need.

1662
1663
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1664
1665

Control Item CM-8(1): INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY | UPDATES DURING
INSTALLATIONS / REMOVALS

1666

Control Item Text
The organization updates the inventory of information system components as an integral part of component
installations, removals, and information system updates.

1667
1668
1669
1670

Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-8(1){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: updates the inventory of system {installed software} components as an integral part of
component installations, removals, and system updates.

1671
1672

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-8(1){1}

ISCM-Sys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1673
1674
1675

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-8(1){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAMQ04

Defect
Check
Name
Poor
timeliness
metric

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in updating the inventory of system {installed software}
components as an integral part of component installations, removals, and system
updates related to this control item might be the cause of ...
poor timeliness of overall ISCM reporting.

1676
1677
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1678
1679

Control Item CM-8(5): INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY | NO DUPLICATE
ACCOUNTING OF COMPONENTS

1680

Control Item Text
The organization verifies that all components within the authorization boundary of the information system are not
duplicated in other information system inventories.

1681
1682
1683
1684

Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-8(5){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: verifies that all {installed software} components within the authorization boundary of
the system are not duplicated in other system inventories.

1685
1686

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

CM-8(5){1}

ISCM-Sys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1687
1688
1689

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

CM-8(5){1}

Defect
Check ID

SWAML09

Defect Check Name

Device-software-item
assignment to
authorization boundary
is not 1:1

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in verifying that all {installed
software} components within the authorization boundary of the system are
not duplicated in other system inventories related to this control item might
be the cause of ...
unclear management responsibility that could lead to unmanaged components.

1690
1691
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Control Item MA-3(1): MAINTENANCE TOOLS | INSPECT TOOLS
Control Item Text
The organization inspects the maintenance tools carried into a facility by maintenance personnel for improper or
unauthorized modifications.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
MA-3(1){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: inspects the maintenance tools with {installed software} carried into a facility by
maintenance personnel for improper or unauthorized modifications to the {installed software}.

1698
1699

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

MA-3(1){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1700
1701
1702

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

MA-3(1){1}

Defect
Check ID

SWAML04

Defect Check Name

Devices moving in/out
of protective
boundaries not in
policy compliance

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in inspecting the maintenance tools with
{installed software} carried into a facility by maintenance personnel for
improper or unauthorized modifications to the {installed software} related to
this control item might be the cause of ...
devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for movement
into or out of protective boundaries.

1703
1704
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Control Item MA-3(2): MAINTENANCE TOOLS | INSPECT MEDIA
Control Item Text
The organization checks media containing diagnostic and test programs for malicious code before the media are used in
the information system.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

MA-3(2){1}

Determine if the organization: checks media containing diagnostic and test programs for malicious code before the
media are used in the system.

1711
1712

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

MA-3(2){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1713
1714
1715

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in checking media containing
diagnostic and test programs for malicious code before the media are
used in the system related to this control item might be the cause of ...

MA-3(2){1}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

MA-3(2){1}

SWAML04

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not
in policy compliance

devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1716
1717
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Control Item SC-18(a): MOBILE CODE
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
a. Defines acceptable and unacceptable mobile code and mobile code technologies.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement ID
SC-18(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: defines acceptable and unacceptable mobile code and mobile code
technologies.

1724
1725

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SC-18(a){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1726
1727
1728

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SC-18(a){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAMF01

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software executes

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in defining acceptable and unacceptable mobile
code and mobile code technologies related to this control item might be the
cause of ...
The execution of unauthorized software.

1729
1730
1731
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1732
1733
1734
1735
1736
1737

MODERATE BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Control Item SC-18(b): MOBILE CODE
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
b. Establishes usage restrictions and implementation guidance for acceptable mobile code and mobile code technologies.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID

Determination Statement Text

SC-18(b){1}

Determine if the organization: establishes usage restrictions and implementation guidance for acceptable mobile
code and mobile code technologies.

1738
1739

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SC-18(b){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1740
1741
1742

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SC-18(b){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAMF01

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software
executes

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in establishing usage restrictions and
implementation guidance for acceptable mobile code and mobile code
technologies related to this control item might be the cause of ...
The execution of unauthorized software.

1743
1744
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1745
1746
1747
1748
1749
1750

MODERATE BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Control Item SC-18(c): MOBILE CODE
Control Item Text
Control: The organization:
c. Authorizes, monitors, and controls the use of mobile code within the information system.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement ID
SC-18(c){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: authorizes, monitors, and controls the use of mobile code within the system.

1751
1752

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SC-18(c){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1753
1754
1755

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SC-18(c){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAMF01

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software executes

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in authorizing, monitoring, and controlling the
use of mobile code within the system related to this control item might be the
cause of ...
The execution of unauthorized software.

1756
1757
1758
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1759
1760
1761
1762
1763

MODERATE BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Control Item SI-3(1): MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | CENTRAL MANAGEMENT
Control Item Text
The organization centrally manages malicious code protection mechanisms.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement ID
SI-3(1){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: centrally manages malicious code protection mechanisms.

1764
1765

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(1){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1766
1767
1768

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check Name

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in centrally managing
malicious code protection mechanisms related to this control item
might be the cause of ...

SI-3(1){1}

SWAMF01

Unauthorized software
executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

SI-3(1){1}

SWAMF04

Untrusted core software

lack of core software integrity at start-up.

SI-3(1){1}

SWAML04

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not in
policy compliance

devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1769
1770
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1771
1772
1773
1774
1775

MODERATE BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Control Item SI-3(2): MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | AUTOMATIC UPDATES
Control Item Text
The information system automatically updates malicious code protection mechanisms.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement ID
SI-3(2){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: automatically updates malicious code protection mechanisms.

1776
1777

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-3(2){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1778
1779
1780

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-3(2){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML03

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above
[the organization-defined threshold], then defects in automatically
updating malicious code protection mechanisms related to this
control item might be the cause of ...

Defect Check Name

Expired actions on software
authorization/deauthorization
requests

requested changes not being addressed in a timely manner.

1781
1782
1783
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1786
1787
1788
1789
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Control Item SI-7: SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY

1784
1785

MODERATE BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

Control Item Text
Control: The organization employs integrity verification tools to detect unauthorized changes to [Assignment:
organization-defined software, firmware, and information].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7{1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: employs integrity verification tools to detect unauthorized changes to [Assignment: an
organization-defined subset of software, firmware, and information].

1790
1791

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-7{1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1792
1793
1794

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in employing integrity
verification tools to detect unauthorized changes to specified
software related to this control item might be the cause of ...

Defect Check Name

SI-7{1}

SWAM-F01

Unauthorized software executes

The execution of unauthorized software.

SI-7{1}

SWAM-L01

Unapproved authorizer

lack of verification that software was authorized by approved accounts
(persons).

SI-7{1}

SWAM-L02

Required authorizations missing

careless or malicious authorization of software.

SI-7{1}

SWAM-L03

Expired actions on software
authorization/deauthorization
requests

requested changes not being addressed in a timely manner.
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1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803

Control Item SI-7(1): SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | INTEGRITY CHECKS
Control Item Text
The information system performs an integrity check of [Assignment: organization-defined software, firmware, and
information] [Selection (one or more): at startup; at [Assignment: organization-defined transitional states or securityrelevant events]; [Assignment: organization-defined frequency]].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7(1){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: performs an integrity check of [Assignment: organization-defined software, firmware, and
information] [Selection (one or more): at startup; at [Assignment: organization-defined transitional states or securityrelevant events]; [Assignment: organization-defined frequency]].

1804
1805

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-7(1){1}

ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

1806
1807
1808

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7(1){1}

Defect
Check ID

Defect Check
Name

SWAMF04

Untrusted
core software

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in performing an integrity check of specified
software at specified times related to this control item might be the cause of ...
lack of core software integrity at start-up.

1809
1810
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1813
1814
1815
1816

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Control Item SI-16: MEMORY PROTECTION

1811
1812

MODERATE BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

Control Item Text
Control: The information system implements [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to protect its
memory from unauthorized code execution.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-16{1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: implements [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to protect its
memory from unauthorized code execution.

1817
1818

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
Responsibility

Assessment
Methods

SI-16{1}

TBD

ISCM-TN

MAN

TBD

Selected

Rationale
for Risk
Acceptance

Frequency
of
Assessment

1819
1820
1821
1822

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
N/A because tested manually.

123
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1823

3.3.5 High Baseline Security Control Item Narratives

1824
1825

Control Item CM-3(1)(c): CONFIGURATION CHANGE CONTROL | AUTOMATED DOCUMENT /
NOTIFICATION / PROHIBITION OF CHANGES

1826

Control Item Text
The organization employs automated mechanisms to:
(c) Highlight proposed changes to the information system that have not been approved or disapproved by [Assignment:
organization-defined time period].

1827
1828
1829
1830
1831

Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-3(1)(c){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: employs automated mechanisms to highlight proposed changes to the system {installed
software} that have not been approved or disapproved by [Assignment: organization-defined time period].

1832
1833

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-3(1)(c){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
ISCM-Sys

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1834
1835
1836

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:

Determination
Statement ID

CM-3(1)(c){1}

Defect
Check
ID

SWAML03

Defect Check Name

Expired actions on software
authorization/deauthorization
requests

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in employing automated
mechanisms to highlight proposed changes to the system {installed
software} that have not been approved or disapproved by [Assignment:
organization-defined time period] related to this control item might be the
cause of ...
requested changes not being addressed in a timely manner.
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1837
1838
1839
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1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845

HIGH BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
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Control Item CM-4: SECURITY IMPACT ANALYSIS | SEPARATE TEST ENVIRONMENTS
Control Item Text
The organization analyzes changes to the information system in a separate test environment before implementation in an
operational environment, looking for security impacts due to flaws, weaknesses, incompatibility, or intentional malice.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-4(1){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: analyzes changes to the information system {software} in a separate test environment before
implementation in an operational environment, looking for security impacts due to flaws, weaknesses, incompatibility, or
intentional malice.

1846
1847

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-4(1){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
DSM

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1848
1849
1850

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-4(1){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML06

Defect Check
Name
testing and
validation of
software
inadequate

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in analyzing changes to the information system {software},
looking for security impacts due to flaws, weaknesses, incompatibility, or intentional
malice. related to this control item might be the cause of ...
lack of adequate testing and validation.

1851
1852
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1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859

HIGH BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Control Item CM-5(3): ACCESS RESTRICTIONS FOR CHANGE | SIGNED COMPONENTS
Control Item Text
The information system prevents the installation of [Assignment: organization-defined software and firmware
components] without verification that the component has been digitally signed using a certificate that is recognized and
approved by the organization.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-5(3){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: verifies that the {software} component has been digitally signed using a certificate that is
recognized and approved by the organization before installation of [Assignment: organization-defined software and
firmware components].

1860
1861

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-5(3){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
SWMan

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1862
1863
1864

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

Defect
Check ID

CM-5(3){1}

SWAMF01

CM-5(3){1}

SWAMF04

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software
executes
Untrusted core
software

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in verifying that the {software} component has been digitally
signed using a certificate that is recognized and approved by the organization before
installation of specific components related to this control item might be the cause of ...
The execution of unauthorized software.

lack of core software integrity at start-up.

1865
1866
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AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
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1867

Control Item CM-7(5)(a): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | AUTHORIZED SOFTWARE / WHITELISTING

1868

Control Item Text
The organization:
(a) Identifies [Assignment: organization-defined software programs authorized to execute on the information system].

1869
1870
1871
1872

Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
Determination Statement Text
ID
CM-7(5)(a){1}
Determine if the organization: identifies [Assignment: organization-defined software programs authorized to execute
on the system].

1873
1874

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(5)(a){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
DSM

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1875
1876
1877

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(5)(a){1}
CM-7(5)(a){1}
CM-7(5)(a){1}
CM-7(5)(a){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAMF01
SWAMF02
SWAMF03
SWAMF04

Defect Check Name

Unauthorized software
executes
Unauthorized software
installer
Unauthorized software
directory/folder location
Untrusted core software

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in identifying specific software
programs authorized to execute on the system related to this control item
might be the cause of ...
The execution of unauthorized software.
the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.
the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder location.
lack of core software integrity at start-up.
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Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(5)(a){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML04

HIGH BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

Defect Check Name

Devices moving in/out of
protective boundaries not in
policy compliance

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the
organization-defined threshold], then defects in identifying specific software
programs authorized to execute on the system related to this control item
might be the cause of ...
devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for
movement into or out of protective boundaries.

1878
1879
1880
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1884
1885
1886
1887
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Control Item CM-7(5)(b): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | AUTHORIZED SOFTWARE / WHITELISTING
Control Item Text
The organization:
(b) Employs a deny-all, permit-by-exception policy to allow the execution of authorized software programs on the
information system.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(5)(b){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: employs a deny-all, permit-by-exception policy to allow the execution of authorized
software programs on the system.

1888
1889

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(5)(b){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
RskEx

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1890
1891
1892

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(5)(b){1}
CM-7(5)(b){1}
CM-7(5)(b){1}
CM-7(5)(b){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAMF01
SWAMF02
SWAMF03
SWAMF04

Defect Check Name

Unauthorized software
executes
Unauthorized software
installer
Unauthorized software
directory/folder location
Untrusted core software

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationdefined threshold], then defects in employing a deny-all, permit-by-exception
policy to allow the execution of authorized software programs (whitelisting)
related to this control item might be the cause of ...
The execution of unauthorized software.
the execution of software not installed by an authorized installer.
the execution of software not loaded from an approved directory/folder location.
lack of core software integrity at start-up.
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Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationDefect
Defect Check Name
defined threshold], then defects in employing a deny-all, permit-by-exception
Check ID
policy to allow the execution of authorized software programs (whitelisting)
related to this control item might be the cause of ...
SWAM- Devices moving in/out of
devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for movement
L04
protective boundaries not in into or out of protective boundaries.
policy compliance

1893
1894
1895
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1899
1900
1901
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Control Item CM-7(5)(c): LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | AUTHORIZED SOFTWARE / WHITELISTING
Control Item Text
The organization:
(c) Reviews and updates the list of authorized software programs [Assignment: organization-defined frequency].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
Determination Statement Text
ID
CM-7(5)(c){1}
Determine if the organization: reviews and updates the list of authorized software programs [Assignment:
organization-defined frequency].

1902
1903

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(5)(c){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
DSM

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1904
1905
1906

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
CM-7(5)(c){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML07

Defect Check
Name
Business need of
software not
recently verified

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in reviewing and updating the list of authorized software
programs at the required frequency related to this control item might be the cause of
...
the presence of software without a recently verified need.

1907
1908
1909
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Control Item CM-6(1): MEDIA SANITIZATION | REVIEW / APPROVE / TRACK / DOCUMENT / VERIFY
Control Item Text
The organization reviews, approves, tracks, documents, and verifies media sanitization and disposal actions.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination Statement
Determination Statement Text
ID
MP-6(1){1}
Determine if the organization: reviews, approves, tracks, documents, and verifies media sanitization and disposal
actions {to remove software}.

1915
1916

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
MP-6(1){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
SWMan

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1917
1918
1919

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
MP-6(1){1}

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationDefect
Defect Check Name
defined threshold], then defects in reviewing, approving, tracking, documenting,
Check ID
and verifying media sanitization and disposal actions {to remove software}
related to this control item might be the cause of ...
SWAM- Devices moving in/out of devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for movement
L04
protective boundaries not into or out of protective boundaries.
in policy compliance

1920
1921
1922
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Control Item CM-6(2): MEDIA SANITIZATION | EQUIPMENT TESTING
Control Item Text
The organization tests sanitization equipment and procedures [Assignment: organization-defined frequency] to verify that
the intended sanitization is being achieved.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
MP-6(2){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: tests sanitization equipment and procedures [Assignment: organization-defined frequency]
to verify that the intended sanitization {to remove software} is being achieved.

1929
1930

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
MP-6(2){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
SWMan

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1931
1932
1933

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

MP-6(2){1}

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationDefect
defined threshold], then defects in testing sanitization equipment and procedures
Defect Check Name
Check ID
[Assignment: organization-defined frequency] to verify that the intended
sanitization {to remove software} is being achieved. related to this control item
might be the cause of ...
SWAM- Devices moving in/out of devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for movement into
L04
protective boundaries
or out of protective boundaries.
not in policy compliance

1934
1935
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1940
1941
1942
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Control Item CM-6(3): MEDIA SANITIZATION | NONDESTRUCTIVE TECHNIQUES
Control Item Text
The organization applies nondestructive sanitization techniques to portable storage devices prior to connecting such devices
to the information system under the following circumstances: [Assignment: organization-defined circumstances
requiring sanitization of portable storage devices].
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
MP-6(3){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: applies nondestructive sanitization techniques {to remove software} to portable storage
devices prior to connecting such devices to the information system under the following circumstances: [Assignment:
organization-defined circumstances requiring sanitization of portable storage devices].

1943
1944

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
MP-6(3){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
SWMan

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1945
1946
1947

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID

MP-6(3){1}

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organizationDefect
defined threshold], then defects in applying nondestructive sanitization techniques
Defect Check Name
Check ID
{to remove software} to portable storage devices prior to connecting such devices
to the information system when moved from high risk areas related to this control
item might be the cause of ...
SWAM- Devices moving in/out devices' software not being adequately strengthened and/or sanitized for movement into
L04
of protective boundaries or out of protective boundaries.
not in policy compliance

1948
1949
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Control Item SA-12: SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION

1950
1951

HIGH BASELINE SECURITY CONTROL ITEM NARRATIVES

Control Item Text
Control: The organization protects against supply chain threats to the information system, system component, or
information system service by employing [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] as part of a
comprehensive, defense-in-breadth information security strategy.
Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SA-12{1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: protects against supply chain threats to the system {installed software} by employing
[Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] as part of a comprehensive, defense-in-breadth information
security strategy.

1957
1958

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
SA-12{1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
DSM

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1959
1960
1961

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SA-12{1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAMF01

Defect Check
Name
Unauthorized
software executes

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in protecting against supply chain threats to the system as
specified related to this control item might be the cause of ...
The execution of unauthorized software.

1962
1963
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1964
1965

Control Item SI-7(14)(a): SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | BINARY OR
MACHINE EXECUTABLE CODE

1966

Control Item Text
The organization:
(a) Prohibits the use of binary or machine-executable code from sources with limited or no warranty and without the
provision of source code.

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7(14)(a){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: prohibits the use of binary or machine-executable code from sources with limited or no
warranty and/or without the provision of source code.

1972
1973

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7(14)(a){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
RskEx

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1974
1975
1976

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7(14)(a){1}

Defect
Check ID
SWAML13

Defect Check
Name
Software without
warranty and/or
source code

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
threshold], then defects in prohibiting the use of binary or machine-executable code from
sources with limited or no warranty and/or without the provision of source code related
to this control item might be the cause of ...
the presence of software without warranty and/or source code.

1977
1978
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1979
1980

Control Item SI-7(14)(b): SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | BINARY OR
MACHINE EXECUTABLE CODE

1981

Control Item Text
The organization:
(b) Provides exceptions to the source code requirement only for compelling mission/operational requirements and with the
approval of the authorizing official.

1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

Determination Statement 1:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7(14)(b){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: provides exceptions to the source code requirement only for compelling
mission/operational requirements and with the approval of the authorizing official.

1987
1988

Roles and Assessment Methods:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7(14)(b){1}

Implemented Assessment
By
Boundary
RskEx

ISCM-TN

Assessment
Responsibility
ISCM-Sys

Assessment
Selected
Methods

Rationale for
Risk
Acceptance

Frequency of
Assessment

Impact of Not
Implementing

Test

1989
1990
1991

Defect Check Rationale Table:
A failure in control item effectiveness results in a defect in one or more of the following defect checks:
Determination
Statement ID
SI-7(14)(b){1}

Rationale
If an [organization-defined measure] for this defect check is above [the organization-defined
Defect Defect Check
threshold], then defects in providing exceptions to the source code requirement only for
Check ID
Name
compelling mission/operational requirements and with the approval of the authorizing
official related to this control item might be the cause of ...
SWAM- Unapproved
lack of verification that software was authorized by approved accounts (persons).
L01
authorizer

1992
1993
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1994

3.4 Control Allocation Tables (CATs)

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

Table 8: Low Baseline Control (Item) Allocation Table, Table 9: Moderate Baseline Control
(Item) Allocation Table, and Table 10: High Baseline Control (Item) Allocation Table, provide
the low, moderate, and high baseline control allocations, respectively. The following is a
summary of the material in the security plan assessment narrative for each determination
statement in Section 3.3. It provides a concise summary of the assessment plan.

2000
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3.4.1 Low Baseline Control Allocation Table
Table 8: Low Baseline Control (Item) Allocation Table

2002
Determination
Statement ID
CM-4{1}
CM-7(a){1}
CM-7(b){1}
CM-8(a){1}
CM-8(a){2}
CM-8(b){1}
CM-8(b){2}
CM-8(4){1}
CM-10(a){1}
CM-10(b){1}
CM-10(b){2}
CM-10(c){1}
CM-11(a){1}
CM-11(b){1}
CM-11(c){1}
MP-6(a){1}
MP-6(b){1}
PS-4(d){1}
SI-3(a){1}
SI-3(b){1}
SI-3(c){1}
SI-3(c){2}
SI-3(c){3}
SI-3(c){4}
SI-3(d){1}

Implemented Assessment Assessment Assessment
Rationale for Risk
Selected
By
Boundary Responsibility Methods
Acceptance
DSM
DSM
DSM
DSM
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
DSM
DSM
DSM
ISCM-Sys
DSM
ISCM-Ops
RskEx
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
SWMan
SWMan
SWMan
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops

ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
MAN
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys

Frequency
Impact of Not
of
Implementing
Assessment

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
TBD
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

2003
2004
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3.4.2 Moderate Baseline Control Allocation Table
Table 9: Moderate Baseline Control (Item) Allocation Table

2006
Determination
Statement ID
CM-2(3){1}
CM-7(1)(a){1}
CM-7(1)(b){1}
CM-7(2){1}
CM-7(4)(a){1}
CM-7(4)(b){1}
CM-7(4)(c){1}
CM-8(1){1}
CM-8(5){1}
MA-3(1){1}
MA-3(2){1}
SC-18(a){1}
SC-18(b){1}
SC-18(c){1}
SI-3(1){1}
SI-3(2){1}
SI-7{1}
SI-7(1){1}
SI-16{1}

Implemented Assessment Assessment Assessment
Rationale for Risk
Selected
By
Boundary Responsibility Methods
Acceptance
SWMan
ISCM-Ops
DSM
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
RskEx
DSM
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
SWMan
SWMan
DSM
DSM
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
ISCM-Ops
TBD

ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
MAN

Frequency
Impact of Not
of
Implementing
Assessment

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
TBD

2007
2008
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3.4.3 High Baseline Control Allocation Table
Table 10: High Baseline Control (Item) Allocation Table

2010
Determination
Statement ID
CM-3(1)(c){1}
CM-4(1){1}
CM-5(3){1}
CM-7(5)(a){1}
CM-7(5)(b){1}
CM-7(5)(c){1}
MP-6(1){1}
MP-6(2){1}
MP-6(3){1}
SA-12{1}
SI-7(14)(a){1}
SI-7(14)(b){1}

Implemented Assessment Assessment Assessment
Rationale for Risk
Selected
By
Boundary Responsibility Methods
Acceptance
ISCM-Sys
DSM
SWMan
DSM
RskEx
DSM
SWMan
SWMan
SWMan
DSM
RskEx
RskEx

ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN
ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys
ISCM-Sys

Frequency
Impact of Not
of
Implementing
Assessment

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

2011
2012
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Appendix A. Traceability of SWAM Control Items to Example
Attack Steps
Note: This Appendix includes only those control items that can be assessed (at least in part) via
automation.
Example Attack Step
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
1) Gain Internal Entry
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold
3) Gain Foothold

SP 800-53 Control Item Code
CM-2(7)(a)
CM-2(7)(b)
CM-4
CM-4(1)
CM-7(1)(b)
CM-7(4)(a)
CM-7(4)(b)
CM-7(5)(a)
CM-7(5)(b)
CM-8(4)
CM-11(b)
MA-3(1)
MA-3(2)
MP-6(a)
MP-6(b)
MP-6(1)
MP-6(2)
MP-6(3)
PS-4(d)
SI-3(b)
SI-3(1)
CM-4
CM-4(1)
CM-5(3)
CM-7(b)
CM-7(1)(b)
CM-7(2)
CM-7(4)(a)
CM-7(4)(b)
CM-7(5)(a)
CM-7(5)(b)
CM-11(a)
CM-11(b)
MA-3(2)
SA-12
SC-18(a)
SC-18(b)
SC-18(c)
SI-3(b)
SI-3(c)
SI-3(1)
SI-7
SI-7(14)(a)
SI-7(14)(b)
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Example Attack Step
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
4) Gain Persistence
6) Achieve Attack Objective
6) Achieve Attack Objective
6) Achieve Attack Objective
6) Achieve Attack Objective
6) Achieve Attack Objective
6) Achieve Attack Objective

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
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SP 800-53 Control Item Code
CM-3(1)(c)
CM-4
CM-5(3)
CM-7(a)
CM-7(b)
CM-7(1)(a)
CM-7(1)(b)
CM-7(2)
CM-7(4)(a)
CM-7(4)(b)
CM-7(4)(c)
CM-7(5)(a)
CM-7(5)(b)
CM-7(5)(c)
CM-8(4)
CM-8(5)
CM-10(a)
CM-10(b)
CM-10(c)
CM-11(a)
CM-11(b)
SI-3(a)
SI-3(b)
SI-3(c)
SI-3(d)
SI-3(1)
SI-3(2)
SI-7
SI-7(1)
SI-7(14)(a)
SI-7(14)(b)
CM-2(3)
CM-4
CM-10(a)
CM-10(b)
CM-10(c)
CM-11(b)

2017
2018
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2020

Appendix B. Keyword Rules Used to Identify Controls that Support
SWAM

2021
2022
2023
2024

Automated keyword searches were employed to identify SP 800-53 controls that might support
each ISCM capability. Controls returned by the keyword search were then examined manually,
to separate those that do support the capability (true positives) from those that do not (false
positives). The specific keyword rules used for the searches are in the table below

2019

Keyword Rule

Rationale

*anti-counterfeit*

Applies to counterfeit software.

*authorized software*

The organization authorizes software using either a deny-byexception or allow-by-exception strategy.

*automatic* AND *execution*

Reduce the chance that newly inserted unapproved software
will execute.

*change control*

The organization needs a change control process to determine
authorized software.

*flaw remediation*

CVEs and CWEs (whether flaws have been remediated) should
be considered when approving software.

*function isolation*

CVEs and CWEs related to function isolation should be
considered when approving software.

*heterogen*

Having heterogeneous software is a strategy to make a system
less attackable.

*high-risk areas*

Software should be more controlled in high risk areas and types
of software. When returning from a high risk area, the software
should be suspect, as it may have been modified.

*inventory*

The organization must know its current inventory, to compare to
the authorized inventory.

*least func* NOT *software program*

Unneeded software and software functions should be removed
or disabled.

*malicious code* OR *malware*

Reduce the chance that unapproved software will execute.

*mobile code*

Mobile code requires extra and/or different protections.

*non-persisten* OR *persisten*

Reduce the chance that unapproved software will execute
and/or persist

*operating system-independent
These types of software are often attacked more frequently as
application* OR *platform-independent they are present on more devices.
application*
*peer-to-peer*

This addresses copyright issues, but peer-to-peer software also
introduces special security vulnerabilities.

*process isolation*

The degree of process isolation present should be considered
when authorizing software. Does it have enough?

*property*

Licensed software needs control as property to avoid licensing
violations, which could lead to non-patching and other issues.

*supply chain* NOT *monitoring*

Only software from an approved supply chain should be
authorized (and present)
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Rationale
Only authorized software should be present on the target
network

*software usage restriction* NOT *peer- Only authorized software should be present on the target
to-peer*
network
*tamper resistance*

Only software from an approved supply chain should be
authorized (and present). Methods to resist tampering need to
be deployed.

*unsupport* AND *system*

Unsupported software becomes increasingly vulnerable and
should not be approved. Lack of support may be due to
software age or vendor negligence.

*user* AND *software* AND *install*

Only authorized installers should be able to install software.

*user* AND *software* AND *govern*

A process is needed to govern installed software.

*user* AND *software* AND *polic*

Policy is needed to govern installed software.

2025
2026
2027
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Appendix C. Control Items in the Low-High Baseline that were Selected by the Keyword Search
for Controls that Support SWAM, but were Manually Determined to be False Positives
SP 800-53
Control Item

Rationale for Calling a False
Positive

Control Text

Level

AC-6 (1)

LEAST PRIVILEGE | AUTHORIZE ACCESS TO SECURITY FUNCTIONS
The organization explicitly authorizes access to [Assignment: organizationdefined security functions (deployed in hardware, software, and firmware) and
security-relevant information].

Moderate

Relates to privileges and
accounts

SA-11

DEVELOPER SECURITY TESTING AND EVALUATION
Control: The organization requires the developer of the information system,
system component, or information system service to:
d. Implement a verifiable flaw remediation process.

Moderate

Relates to flaw remediation
(VULN) rather than software
asset management (SWAM)

SC-39

PROCESS ISOLATION
Control: The information system maintains a separate execution domain for
each executing process.

Low

Relates to separation of
processes (internal boundaries
- BOUND), rather than to
SWAM

SI-2

FLAW REMEDIATION
Control: The organization:
b. Tests software and firmware updates related to flaw remediation for
effectiveness and potential side effects before installation.

Low

Relates to flaw remediation
(VULN) rather than to SWAM

SI-2 (1)

FLAW REMEDIATION | CENTRAL MANAGEMENT
The organization centrally manages the flaw remediation process.

High

Relates to flaw remediation
(VULN) rather than to SWAM

SI-2 (2)

FLAW REMEDIATION | AUTOMATED FLAW REMEDIATION STATUS
The organization employs automated mechanisms [Assignment: organizationdefined frequency] to determine the state of information system components
with regard to flaw remediation.

Moderate

Relates to flaw remediation
(VULN) rather than to SWAM

SI-7 (2)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | AUTOMATED
NOTIFICATIONS OF INTEGRITY VIOLATIONS
The organization employs automated tools that provide notification to
[Assignment: organization-defined personnel or roles] upon discovering
discrepancies during integrity verification.

High

Relates to behavioral
expectations (BEHAVE) rather
than SWAM
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Control Text

Level

Rationale for Calling a False
Positive

SI-7 (5)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | AUTOMATED
High
RESPONSE TO INTEGRITY VIOLATIONS
The information system automatically [Selection (one or more): shuts the
information system down; restarts the information system; implements
[Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards]] when integrity violations
are discovered.

Focus is on detect incidents
and contingencies (DETECT)
and respond to incidents and
contingencies (RESPOND)
rather than SWAM

SI-7 (7)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | INTEGRATION
OF DETECTION AND RESPONSE
The organization incorporates the detection of unauthorized [Assignment:
organization-defined security-relevant changes to the information system] into
the organizational incident response capability.

Relates to preparation for
events (PREPARE) rather than
SWAM

Moderate

2030
2031
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Appendix D. Control Items Not in the Low, Moderate, or High Baselines
The following security controls items are not included in an SP 800-53 baseline and thus were not analyzed further after the keyword
search:

2035

•

the Program Management (PM) Family, because the PM controls do not apply to individual systems;

2036

•

the SWAM keyword selected controls that are not assigned to a baseline; and

2037

•

the Privacy Controls.

2038
2039

The control items matching the criteria in the bulleted list above are provided in this appendix in case an organization wants to
develop its own automated tests.
SP 800-53 Control
Item

Control Text

AT-3 (4)

SECURITY TRAINING | SUSPICIOUS COMMUNICATIONS AND ANOMALOUS SYSTEM BEHAVIOR
The organization provides training to its personnel on [Assignment: organization-defined indicators of malicious code] to
recognize suspicious communications and anomalous behavior in organizational information systems.

CM-3 (3)

CONFIGURATION CHANGE CONTROL | AUTOMATED CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION
The organization employs automated mechanisms to implement changes to the current information system baseline and
deploys the updated baseline across the installed base.

CM-3 (4)

CONFIGURATION CHANGE CONTROL | SECURITY REPRESENTATIVE
The organization requires an information security representative to be a member of the [Assignment: organization-defined
configuration change control element].

CM-3 (5)

CONFIGURATION CHANGE CONTROL | AUTOMATED SECURITY RESPONSE
The information system implements [Assignment: organization-defined security responses] automatically if baseline
configurations are changed in an unauthorized manner.

CM-3 (6)

CONFIGURATION CHANGE CONTROL | CRYPTOGRAPHY MANAGEMENT
The organization ensures that cryptographic mechanisms used to provide [Assignment: organization-defined security
safeguards] are under configuration management.

CM-5 (6)

ACCESS RESTRICTIONS FOR CHANGE | LIMIT LIBRARY PRIVILEGES
The organization limits privileges to change software resident within software libraries.

CM-7 (3)

LEAST FUNCTIONALITY | REGISTRATION COMPLIANCE
The organization ensures compliance with [Assignment: organization-defined registration requirements for functions, ports,
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Control Text
protocols, and services].

CM-8 (6)

INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY | ASSESSED CONFIGURATIONS / APPROVED DEVIATIONS
The organization includes assessed component configurations and any approved deviations to current deployed
configurations in the information system component inventory.

CM-8 (7)

INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY | CENTRALIZED REPOSITORY
The organization provides a centralized repository for the inventory of information system components.

CM-8 (8)

INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY | AUTOMATED LOCATION TRACKING
The organization employs automated mechanisms to support tracking of information system components by geographic
location.

CM-8 (9)

INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY | ASSIGNMENT OF COMPONENTS TO SYSTEMS
The organization:
(a) Assigns [Assignment: organization-defined acquired information system components] to an information system.

CM-8 (9)

INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENT INVENTORY | ASSIGNMENT OF COMPONENTS TO SYSTEMS
The organization:
(b) Receives an acknowledgement from the information system owner of this assignment.

CM-10 (1)

SOFTWARE USAGE RESTRICTIONS | OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE
The organization establishes the following restrictions on the use of open source software: [Assignment: organizationdefined restrictions].

CM-11 (1)

USER-INSTALLED SOFTWARE | ALERTS FOR UNAUTHORIZED INSTALLATIONS
The information system alerts [Assignment: organization-defined personnel or roles] when the unauthorized installation of
software is detected.

CM-11 (2)

USER-INSTALLED SOFTWARE | PROHIBIT INSTALLATION WITHOUT PRIVILEGED STATUS
The information system prohibits user installation of software without explicit privileged status.

CP-10 (6)

INFORMATION SYSTEM RECOVERY AND RECONSTITUTION | COMPONENT PROTECTION
The organization protects backup and restoration hardware, firmware, and software.

IR-4 (10)

INCIDENT HANDLING | SUPPLY CHAIN COORDINATION
The organization coordinates incident handling activities involving supply chain events with other organizations involved in
the supply chain.

IR-6 (3)

INCIDENT REPORTING | COORDINATION WITH SUPPLY CHAIN
The organization provides security incident information to other organizations involved in the supply chain for information
systems or information system components related to the incident.

IR-10

INTEGRATED INFORMATION SECURITY ANALYSIS TEAM
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Control: The organization establishes an integrated team of forensic/malicious code analysts, tool developers, and real-time
operations personnel.

PM-5

INFORMATION SYSTEM INVENTORY
Control: The organization develops and maintains an inventory of its information systems.

SA-10 (1)

DEVELOPER CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT | SOFTWARE / FIRMWARE INTEGRITY VERIFICATION
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to
enable integrity verification of software and firmware components.

SA-10 (4)

DEVELOPER CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT | TRUSTED GENERATION
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to
employ tools for comparing newly generated versions of security-relevant hardware descriptions and software/firmware
source and object code with previous versions.

SA-10 (5)

DEVELOPER CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT | MAPPING INTEGRITY FOR VERSION CONTROL
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to
maintain the integrity of the mapping between the master build data (hardware drawings and software/firmware code)
describing the current version of security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware and the on-site master copy of the data
for the current version.

SA-10 (6)

DEVELOPER CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT | TRUSTED DISTRIBUTION
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to
execute procedures for ensuring that security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware updates distributed to the
organization are exactly as specified by the master copies.

SA-12 (1)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | ACQUISITION STRATEGIES / TOOLS / METHODS
The organization employs [Assignment: organization-defined tailored acquisition strategies, contract tools, and procurement
methods] for the purchase of the information system, system component, or information system service from suppliers.

SA-12 (2)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | SUPPLIER REVIEWS
The organization conducts a supplier review prior to entering into a contractual agreement to acquire the information system,
system component, or information system service

SA-12 (5)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | LIMITATION OF HARM
The organization employs [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to limit harm from potential adversaries
identifying and targeting the organizational supply chain.

SA-12 (7)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | ASSESSMENTS PRIOR TO SELECTION / ACCEPTANCE / UPDATE
The organization conducts an assessment of the information system, system component, or information system service prior
to selection, acceptance, or update.

SA-12 (8)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | USE OF ALL-SOURCE INTELLIGENCE
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The organization uses all-source intelligence analysis of suppliers and potential suppliers of the information system, system
component, or information system service.

SA-12 (9)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | OPERATIONS SECURITY
The organization employs [Assignment: organization-defined Operations Security (OPSEC) safeguards] in accordance with
classification guides to protect supply chain-related information for the information system, system component, or
information system service.

SA-12 (10)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | VALIDATE AS GENUINE AND NOT ALTERED
The organization employs [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to validate that the information system or
system component received is genuine and has not been altered.

SA-12 (11)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | PENETRATION TESTING / ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTS, PROCESSES, AND ACTORS
The organization employs [Selection (one or more): organizational analysis, independent third-party analysis, organizational
penetration testing, independent third-party penetration testing] of [Assignment: organization-defined supply chain elements,
processes, and actors] associated with the information system, system component, or information system service.

SA-12 (12)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL AGREEMENTS
The organization establishes inter-organizational agreements and procedures with entities involved in the supply chain for
the information system, system component, or information system service.

SA-12 (13)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | CRITICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The organization employs [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to ensure an adequate supply of
[Assignment: organization-defined critical information system components].

SA-12 (14)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | IDENTITY AND TRACEABILITY
The organization establishes and retains unique identification of [Assignment: organization-defined supply chain elements,
processes, and actors] for the information system, system component, or information system service.

SA-12 (15)

SUPPLY CHAIN PROTECTION | PROCESSES TO ADDRESS WEAKNESSES OR DEFICIENCIES
The organization establishes a process to address weaknesses or deficiencies in supply chain elements identified during
independent or organizational assessments of such elements.

SA-17 (2)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | SECURITY-RELEVANT COMPONENTS
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(a) Define security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware.

SA-17 (2)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | SECURITY-RELEVANT COMPONENTS
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(b) Provide a rationale that the definition for security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware is complete.

SA-17 (3)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | FORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
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(a) Produce, as an integral part of the development process, a formal top-level specification that specifies the interfaces to
security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware in terms of exceptions, error messages, and effects.

SA-17 (3)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | FORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(c) Show via informal demonstration, that the formal top-level specification completely covers the interfaces to securityrelevant hardware, software, and firmware.

SA-17 (3)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | FORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(d) Show that the formal top-level specification is an accurate description of the implemented security-relevant hardware,
software, and firmware.

SA-17 (3)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | FORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(e) Describe the security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware mechanisms not addressed in the formal top-level
specification but strictly internal to the security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware.

SA-17 (4)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | INFORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(a) Produce, as an integral part of the development process, an informal descriptive top-level specification that specifies the
interfaces to security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware in terms of exceptions, error messages, and effects.

SA-17 (4)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | INFORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(c) Show via informal demonstration, that the descriptive top-level specification completely covers the interfaces to securityrelevant hardware, software, and firmware.

SA-17 (4)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | INFORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(d) Show that the descriptive top-level specification is an accurate description of the interfaces to security-relevant hardware,
software, and firmware.

SA-17 (4)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | INFORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(e) Describe the security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware mechanisms not addressed in the descriptive top-level
specification but strictly internal to the security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware.

SA-17 (5)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | CONCEPTUALLY SIMPLE DESIGN
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(a) Design and structure the security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware to use a complete, conceptually simple
protection mechanism with precisely defined semantics.
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SA-17 (5)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | CONCEPTUALLY SIMPLE DESIGN
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to:
(b) Internally structure the security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware with specific regard for this mechanism.

SA-17 (6)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | STRUCTURE FOR TESTING
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to
structure security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware to facilitate testing.

SA-17 (7)

DEVELOPER SECURITY ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN | STRUCTURE FOR LEAST PRIVILEGE
The organization requires the developer of the information system, system component, or information system service to
structure security-relevant hardware, software, and firmware to facilitate controlling access with least privilege.

SA-18

TAMPER RESISTANCE AND DETECTION
Control: The organization implements a tamper protection program for the information system, system component, or
information system service.

SA-18 (1)

TAMPER RESISTANCE AND DETECTION | MULTIPLE PHASES OF SDLC
The organization employs anti-tamper technologies and techniques during multiple phases in the system development life
cycle including design, development, integration, operations, and maintenance.

SA-18 (2)

TAMPER RESISTANCE AND DETECTION | INSPECTION OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS, COMPONENTS, OR DEVICES
The organization inspects [Assignment: organization-defined information systems, system components, or devices]
[Selection (one or more): at random; at [Assignment: organization-defined frequency], upon [Assignment: organizationdefined indications of need for inspection]] to detect tampering.

SA-19

COMPONENT AUTHENTICITY
Control: The organization:
a. Develops and implements anti-counterfeit policy and procedures that include the means to detect and prevent counterfeit
components from entering the information system.

SA-19 (1)

COMPONENT AUTHENTICITY | ANTI-COUNTERFEIT TRAINING
The organization trains [Assignment: organization-defined personnel or roles] to detect counterfeit information system
components (including hardware, software, and firmware).

SA-19 (4)

COMPONENT AUTHENTICITY | ANTI-COUNTERFEIT TRAINING
The organization scans for counterfeit information system components [Assignment: organization-defined frequency].

SA-22

UNSUPPORTED SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Control: The organization:
a. Replaces information system components when support for the components is no longer available from the developer,
vendor, or manufacturer.

SA-22

UNSUPPORTED SYSTEM COMPONENTS
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Control: The organization:
b. Provides justification and documents approval for the continued use of unsupported system components required to
satisfy mission/business needs.

SA-22 (1)

UNSUPPORTED SYSTEM COMPONENTS | ALTERNATIVE SOURCES FOR CONTINUED SUPPORT
The organization provides [Selection (one or more): in-house support; [Assignment: organization-defined support from
external providers]] for unsupported information system components.

SC-3 (1)

SECURITY FUNCTION ISOLATION | HARDWARE SEPARATION
The information system utilizes underlying hardware separation mechanisms to implement security function isolation.

SC-3 (2)

SECURITY FUNCTION ISOLATION | ACCESS / FLOW CONTROL FUNCTIONS
The information system isolates security functions enforcing access and information flow control from nonsecurity functions
and from other security functions.

SC-3 (3)

SECURITY FUNCTION ISOLATION | MINIMIZE NONSECURITY FUNCTIONALITY
The organization minimizes the number of nonsecurity functions included within the isolation boundary containing security
functions.

SC-3 (4)

SECURITY FUNCTION ISOLATION | MODULE COUPLING AND COHESIVENESS
The organization implements security functions as largely independent modules that maximize internal cohesiveness within
modules and minimize coupling between modules.

SC-3 (5)

SECURITY FUNCTION ISOLATION | LAYERED STRUCTURES
The organization implements security functions as a layered structure minimizing interactions between layers of the design
and avoiding any dependence by lower layers on the functionality or correctness of higher layers.

SC-18 (1)

MOBILE CODE | IDENTIFY UNACCEPTABLE CODE / TAKE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
The information system identifies [Assignment: organization-defined unacceptable mobile code] and takes [Assignment:
organization-defined corrective actions].

SC-18 (2)

MOBILE CODE | ACQUISITION / DEVELOPMENT / USE
The organization ensures that the acquisition, development, and use of mobile code to be deployed in the information
system meets [Assignment: organization-defined mobile code requirements].

SC-18 (3)

MOBILE CODE | PREVENT DOWNLOADING / EXECUTION
The information system prevents the download and execution of [Assignment: organization-defined unacceptable mobile
code].

SC-18 (4)

MOBILE CODE | PREVENT AUTOMATIC EXECUTION
The information system prevents the automatic execution of mobile code in [Assignment: organization-defined software
applications] and enforces [Assignment: organization-defined actions] prior to executing the code.
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SC-18 (5)

MOBILE CODE | ALLOW EXECUTION ONLY IN CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS
The organization allows execution of permitted mobile code only in confined virtual machine environments.

SC-27

PLATFORM-INDEPENDENT APPLICATIONS
Control: The information system includes: [Assignment: organization-defined platform-independent applications].

SC-29

HETEROGENEITY
Control: The organization employs a diverse set of information technologies for [Assignment: organization-defined
information system components] in the implementation of the information system.

SC-29 (1)

HETEROGENEITY | VIRTUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
The organization employs virtualization techniques to support the deployment of a diversity of operating systems and
applications that are changed [Assignment: organization-defined frequency].

SC-34 (1)

NON-MODIFIABLE EXECUTABLE PROGRAMS | NO WRITABLE STORAGE
The organization employs [Assignment: organization-defined information system components] with no writeable storage that
is persistent across component restart or power on/off.

SC-34 (3)

NON-MODIFIABLE EXECUTABLE PROGRAMS | HARDWARE-BASED PROTECTION
The organization:
(a) Employs hardware-based, write-protect for [Assignment: organization-defined information system firmware components].

SC-34 (3)

NON-MODIFIABLE EXECUTABLE PROGRAMS | HARDWARE-BASED PROTECTION
The organization:
(b) Implements specific procedures for [Assignment: organization-defined authorized individuals] to manually disable
hardware write-protect for firmware modifications and re-enable the write-protect prior to returning to operational mode.

SC-35

HONEYCLIENTS
Control: The information system includes components that proactively seek to identify malicious websites and/or web-based
malicious code.

SC-39 (1)

PROCESS ISOLATION | HARDWARE SEPARATION
The information system implements underlying hardware separation mechanisms to facilitate process separation.

SC-39 (2)

PROCESS ISOLATION | THREAD ISOLATION
The information system maintains a separate execution domain for each thread in [Assignment: organization-defined multithreaded processing].

SE-1

INVENTORY OF PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION
Control: The organization:
a. Establishes, maintains, and updates [Assignment: organization-defined frequency] an inventory that contains a listing of
all programs and information systems identified as collecting, using, maintaining, or sharing personally identifiable
information (PII).
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SE-1

INVENTORY OF PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION
Control: The organization:
b. Provides each update of the PII inventory to the CIO or information security official [Assignment: organization-defined
frequency] to support the establishment of information security requirements for all new or modified information systems
containing PII.

SI-2 (3)

FLAW REMEDIATION | TIME TO REMEDIATE FLAWS / BENCHMARKS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
The organization:
(a) Measures the time between flaw identification and flaw remediation.

SI-2 (3)

FLAW REMEDIATION | TIME TO REMEDIATE FLAWS / BENCHMARKS FOR CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
The organization:
(b) Establishes [Assignment: organization-defined benchmarks] for taking corrective actions.

SI-2 (5)

FLAW REMEDIATION | AUTOMATIC SOFTWARE / FIRMWARE UPDATES
The organization installs [Assignment: organization-defined security-relevant software and firmware updates] automatically
to [Assignment: organization-defined information system components].

SI-2 (6)

FLAW REMEDIATION | REMOVAL OF PREVIOUS VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE / FIRMWARE
The organization removes [Assignment: organization-defined software and firmware components] after updated versions
have been installed.

SI-3 (4)

MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | UPDATES ONLY BY PRIVILEGED USERS
The information system updates malicious code protection mechanisms only when directed by a privileged user. [MAPCATACPR]

SI-3 (6)

MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | TESTING / VERIFICATION
The organization:
(a) Tests malicious code protection mechanisms [Assignment: organization-defined frequency] by introducing a known
benign, non-spreading test case into the information system.

SI-3 (6)

MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | TESTING / VERIFICATION
The organization:
(b) Verifies that both detection of the test case and associated incident reporting occur.

SI-3 (7)

MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | NONSIGNATURE-BASED DETECTION
The information system implements nonsignature-based malicious code detection mechanisms.

SI-3 (8)

MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | DETECT UNAUTHORIZED COMMANDS
The information system detects [Assignment: organization-defined unauthorized operating system commands] through the
kernel application programming interface at [Assignment: organization-defined information system hardware components]
and [Selection (one or more): issues a warning; audits the command execution; prevents the execution of the command].
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SI-3 (9)

MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | AUTHENTICATE REMOTE COMMANDS
The information system implements [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to authenticate [Assignment:
organization-defined remote commands].

SI-3 (10)

MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | MALICIOUS CODE ANALYSIS
The organization:
(a) Employs [Assignment: organization-defined tools and techniques] to analyze the characteristics and behavior of
malicious code.

SI-3 (10)

MALICIOUS CODE PROTECTION | MALICIOUS CODE ANALYSIS
The organization:
(b) Incorporates the results from malicious code analysis into organizational incident response and flaw remediation
processes.

SI-7 (3)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | CENTRALLY-MANAGED INTEGRITY TOOLS
The organization employs centrally managed integrity verification tools.

SI-7 (6)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | CRYPTOGRAPHIC PROTECTION
The information system implements cryptographic mechanisms to detect unauthorized changes to software, firmware, and
information.

SI-7 (8)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | AUDITING CAPABILITY FOR SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
The information system, upon detection of a potential integrity violation, provides the capability to audit the event and
initiates the following actions: [Selection (one or more): generates an audit record; alerts current user; alerts [Assignment:
organization-defined personnel or roles]; [Assignment: organization-defined other actions]].

SI-7 (9)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | VERIFY BOOT PROCESS
The information system verifies the integrity of the boot process of [Assignment: organization-defined devices].

SI-7 (10)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | PROTECTION OF BOOT FIRMWARE
The information system implements [Assignment: organization-defined security safeguards] to protect the integrity of boot
firmware in [Assignment: organization-defined devices].

SI-7 (11)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS WITH LIMITED PRIVILEGES
The organization requires that [Assignment: organization-defined user-installed software] execute in a confined physical or
virtual machine environment with limited privileges.

SI-7 (12)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | INTEGRITY VERIFICATION
The organization requires that the integrity of [Assignment: organization-defined user-installed software] be verified prior to
execution.
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SI-7 (13)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | CODE EXECUTION IN PROTECTED ENVIRONMENTS
The organization allows execution of binary or machine-executable code obtained from sources with limited or no warranty
and without the provision of source code only in confined physical or virtual machine environments and with the explicit
approval of [Assignment: organization-defined personnel or roles].

SI-7 (15)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | CODE AUTHENTICATION
The information system implements cryptographic mechanisms to authenticate [Assignment: organization-defined software
or firmware components] prior to installation.

SI-7 (16)

SOFTWARE, FIRMWARE, AND INFORMATION INTEGRITY | TIME LIMIT ON PROCESS EXECUTION W/O
SUPERVISION
The organization does not allow processes to execute without supervision for more than [Assignment: organization-defined
time period].

SI-14

NON-PERSISTENCE
Control: The organization implements non-persistent [Assignment: organization-defined information system components and
services] that are initiated in a known state and terminated [Selection (one or more): upon end of session of use; periodically
at [Assignment: organization-defined frequency]].

SI-14 (1)

NON-PERSISTENCE | REFRESH FROM TRUSTED SOURCES
The organization ensures that software and data employed during information system component and service refreshes are
obtained from [Assignment: organization-defined trusted sources].
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Appendix E. SWAM-Specific Acronyms and Abbreviations
SWID – Software Identification
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Appendix F. Glossary

Core Software

An organizationally defined set of software that, at a minimum,
includes firmware and root operating system elements used to boot
the system. Core software merits specialized monitoring as it may be
difficult for commonly used whitelisting software to check.

Cryptographic Hash
Value

The result of applying a cryptographic hash function to data (e.g., a
message). (Source: SP 800-57). Also see Message Digest.

Digital Fingerprint

See Message Digest.

Digital Signature

An asymmetric key operation where the private key is used to
digitally sign data and the public key is used to verify the signature.
Digital signatures provide authenticity protection, integrity
protection, and non-repudiation, but not confidentiality protection.
(Source: SP 800-63)

Installation (as used
herein)

Any of the following actions:

Message Digest

•

Executing an installer to load software.

•

Listing software in the operating system software directory

•

(Merely) placing executable software on a medium from
which it can be executed, even if no installer software is run
and there is no listing for it in the operating system software
directory.

•

Any other action that allows an executable file to be loaded
into the CPU (e.g., browsing a website that downloads
software; opening an e-mail (or attachment) that downloads
software; etc.)

The result of applying a hash function to a message. Also known as
a “hash value” or “hash output”. (Source: SP 800-107)
A digital signature that uniquely identifies data and has the
property that changing a single bit in the data will cause a
completely different message digest to be generated.
(Source: SP 800-92)
A cryptographic checksum, typically generated for a file that
can be used to detect changes to the file. Synonymous with
hash value/result. (Source: CNSSI-4009).

SWID Tag

A SWID tag is an ISO 19770-2 compliant XML file describing a
software product. It is typically digitally signed by the software
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manufacturer to verify its validity. Ideally, for purposes of software
asset management, the SWID tag will contain the digests (digital
fingerprints) of each executable installed or placed on the device
with the product.
Zero-Day Attack

An attack that exploits a previously unknown hardware, firmware,
or software vulnerability.
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Appendix G. Control Items Affecting Desired and/or Actual State from All Defect Checks in this
Volume.

2052
2053
2054
2055

This table is to support root cause analysis when a specific defect check fails. Such a failure might be caused not only by a failure of
the specific control items mapped to that defect check in the defect check narratives, but also by a failure in any of the following
control items. As used here, these controls apply to potential defects in the desired state (DS) and/or actual state (AS). The rationale
column explains how a defect in the control item might cause the defect check to fail.
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2057

Note: These items are not explicitly included in the control item assessment narratives, unless they also apply to CM of items other
than the desired and actual states, for assessment.

2050

Determination
Statement ID
CM-2{1}

CM-2(1)(a){1}

CM-2(1)(b){1}

CM-2(1)(c){1}

CM-2(2){1}

Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: develops,
documents, and maintains under
configuration control, a current baseline
configuration of the information system.
Determine if the organization: reviews and
updates the baseline configuration of the
information system:
(a) [Assignment: organization-defined
frequency].
Determine if the organization: reviews and
updates the baseline configuration of the
information system:
(b) When required due to [Assignment
organization-defined circumstances].
Determine if the organization: reviews and
updates the baseline configuration of the
information system:
(c) As an integral part of information
system component installations and
upgrades.
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to maintain an upto-date, complete, accurate, and readily
available baseline configuration of the
information system.

Impact
Level
Low

Affects DS
and/or AS
DS

Otherwise, there is no desired state for
testing.

Moderate

DS

Otherwise, the desired state might not be
updated as needed to maintain appropriate
security.

Moderate

DS

Otherwise, desired state might not be
updated based on the organization-defined
circumstances.

Moderate

DS

Otherwise, desired state might not be
updated as appropriate when component
installations and updates occur.

High

DS

Otherwise accurate testing information
might not be provided.

Rationale
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Determination
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CM-3(a){1}

CM-3(b){1}

CM-3(b){2}

CM-3(c){1}

CM-3(d){1}

CM-3(f){1}

CM-3(f){2}

CM-3(g){1}

CM-3(g){2}
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Determination Statement Text
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to determine the
types of changes to the system {installed
software} that are configuration-controlled.
Determine if the organization: reviews
proposed configuration-controlled changes
to the {software of the} system and
approves or disapproves such changes.
Determine if the organization: explicitly
considers security impact analysis when
reviewing proposed configurationcontrolled changes to the {software of the}
system.
Determine if the organization: documents
configuration change decisions associated
with the system {installed software}.
Determine if the organization: implements
approved configuration-controlled changes
to the system {installed software}.
Determine if the organization: audits
activities associated with configurationcontrolled changes to the {software of the}
system.
Determine if the organization: reviews
activities associated with configurationcontrolled changes to the {software of the}
system.
Determine if the organization: coordinates
configuration change control activities {of
software} through [Assignment:
organization-defined configuration change
control element (e.g., committee, board)]
that convenes [Selection (one or more):
[Assignment: organization-defined
frequency]; [Assignment: organizationdefined configuration change conditions].
Determine if the organization: provides

Impact
Level
Moderate

Affects DS
and/or AS
DS

Otherwise, the desired state might not
specify all {machine-readable} data
needed for implemented defect checks.

Moderate

DS

Otherwise, the decisions on desired state
might not adequately reflect security
impact of changes.

Moderate

DS

Otherwise, the decisions on desired state
might not adequately reflect security
impact of changes.

Moderate

DS

Moderate

AS

Moderate

DS

Otherwise changes to the desired state
specification might not be documented and
available {as machine-readable data}.
Otherwise, defect checks might fail
because changes were not implemented in
the actual state.
Otherwise, errors in the desired state might
not be detected.

Moderate

DS

Otherwise, errors in the desired state might
not be detected.

Moderate

DS

Otherwise, the persons authorized to make
change approval decisions, and the scope
of their authority, might not be clearly
defined to enable knowing what decisions
are authorized.

Moderate

DS

Otherwise, the persons authorized to make

Rationale
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Determination
Statement ID

CM-3(1)(a){1}

CM-3(1)(b){1}

CM-3(1)(c){1}

CM-3(1)(d){1}

CM-3(1)(e){1}

CM-3(1)(f){1}

CM-3(2){1}

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Determination Statement Text
oversight for configuration change control
activities {of software} through
[Assignment: organization-defined
configuration change control element (e.g.,
committee, board)] that convenes
[Selection (one or more): [Assignment:
organization-defined frequency];
[Assignment: organization-defined
configuration change conditions].
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to document
proposed changes to the system {installed
software}.
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to notify
[Assignment: organized-defined approval
authorities] of proposed changes to the
system {installed software} and request
change approval.
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to highlight
proposed changes to the system {installed
software} that have not been approved or
disapproved by [Assignment: organizationdefined time period].
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to prohibit
changes to the system {installed software}
until designated approvals are received.
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to document all
changes to the system {installed software}.
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to notify
[Assignment: organization-defined
personnel] when approved changes to the
system {installed software} are completed.
Determine if the organization: tests,

Impact
Level

Affects DS
and/or AS

Rationale
change approval decisions, and the scope
of their authority, might not be clearly
defined to enable knowing what decisions
are authorized.

High

DS

Otherwise changes to the desired state
specification might not be documented and
available for assessment.

High

DS

Otherwise, needed changes might not be
reviewed in a timely manner.

High

DS

Otherwise, needed changes might not be
reviewed in a timely manner.

High

DS

Otherwise, unapproved changes might be
implemented.

High

AS

Otherwise, documented changes might not
reflect the actual state of the system.

High

DS

Otherwise, required changes might be
missed.

Moderate

DS and AS

Otherwise, changes might increase risk by
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CM-8(a){1}

CM-8(a){2}

CM-8(b){1}

CM-8(b){2}

CM-8(1){1}

CM-8(2){1}

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Determination Statement Text
validates, and documents changes to the
{software of the} system before
implementing the changes on the
operational system.
N/A in the operational environment.
This should be assessed via manual
reauthorization prior to placing policy in the
desired state. Because it occurs as part of
system engineering, it is outside the scope
of this operational capability.
Determine if the organization: develops
and documents an inventory of system
components {for software} that: (1)
accurately reflects the current system; and
(2) includes all components within the
authorization boundary of the system.
Determine if the organization: develops
and documents an inventory of system
components {for software} that is at the
level of granularity deemed necessary for
tracking and reporting [by the
organization].
Determine if the organization: updates the
system component inventory {for software}
[Assignment: organization-defined
frequency].
Determine if the organization: reviews the
system component inventory {for software}
[Assignment: organization-defined
frequency].
Determine if the organization: updates the
inventory of system {installed software}
components as an integral part of
component installations, removals, and
system updates.
Determine if the organization: employs
automated mechanisms to help maintain
an up-to-date, complete, accurate, and

Impact
Level

Affects DS
and/or AS

Rationale
creating operational or security defects.

Low

DS and AS

Otherwise the desired state and actual
state inventories might have errors related
to accuracy, completeness, and/or content.

Low

DS and AS

Otherwise the desired state and actual
state inventories might have errors related
to level of detail.

Low

DS and AS

Otherwise, defects in the desired state and
actual state inventories, and related
processes, might not be detected.

Low

DS and AS

Otherwise, defects in the desired state and
actual state inventories, and related
processes, might not be detected.

Moderate

DS and AS

Otherwise, defects in desired state and
actual state inventories and related
processes might not be detected.

High

DS and AS

Otherwise, an up to date and accurate
desired state and actual state inventories
might not be available for automated
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CM-8(3)(a){1}

CM-8(3)(b){1}

CM-8(4){1}

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR SECURITY ASSESSMENTS: SWAM

Determination Statement Text

Impact
Level

readily available inventory of system
{installed software} components.
Determine if the organization: employs
Moderate
automated mechanisms [Assignment:
organization-defined frequency] to detect
the presence of unauthorized software and
firmware components within the system.
Determine if the organization: takes the
Moderate
following actions when unauthorized
{installed software} components are
detected: [Selection (one or more):
disables network access by such
components; isolates the components;
notifies [Assignment: organization-defined
personnel or roles]].
Determine if the organization: includes in
Low
the {installed software} system component
inventory information, a means for
identifying by [Selection (one or more):
name; position; role], individuals
responsible/accountable for administering
those components.

Affects DS
and/or AS

Rationale
assessment.

AS

Otherwise, inventory accuracy (e.g.,
completeness and timeliness) might be
difficult or impossible to maintain.

AS

Otherwise, detected security defects might
not be mitigated.

DS

Otherwise, when defects are detected, the
automated systems cannot know what
persons or groups to notify to take
appropriate action.

2058
2059
2060
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Control Allocation Table for Appendix G

2061

Determination
Statement ID

CM-2{1}

Implemented
By

Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
ResponAssessment
sibility
Methods

Selected

Rationale
Frequency
for Risk
of
Acceptance Assessment

Impact of
Not Implementing

Level

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Low

CM-2(1)(a){1} DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-2(1)(b){1} DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-2(1)(c){1} DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-2(2){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

High

CM-3(a){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

MAN

TBD

Moderate

CM-3(b){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-3(c){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-3(d){1}

SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-3(e){1}

ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-3(f){1}

ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-3(f){2}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-3(g){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-3(g){2}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-3(1)(a){1} DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

High

CM-3(1)(b){1} ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

High

CM-3(1)(c){1} ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

High

CM-3(1)(d){1} ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

High
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Implemented
By
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Assessment
Boundary

Assessment
ResponAssessment
sibility
Methods

Selected

Rationale
Frequency
for Risk
of
Acceptance Assessment

Impact of
Not Implementing

Level

CM-3(1)(e){1} ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

MAN

TBD

High

CM-3(1)(f){1} ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

High

CM-3(2){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

MAN

TBD

Moderate

CM-8(a){1}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Low

CM-8(a){2}

ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Low

CM-8(b){1}

ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Low

CM-8(b){2}

DSM

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Low

CM-8(1){1}

ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-8(2){1}

ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

High

CM-8(3)(a){1} ISCMSys

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-8(3)(b){1} SWMan

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Moderate

CM-8(4){1}

ISCM-TN

ISCM-Sys

Test

Low

DSM

2062
2063
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